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Introduction
A new age is coming and its quality knows no equals in recent memory. All the
humankind’s accumulated experience in building social and governmental processes has
absolutely nothing in common with what awaits the global civilization in future. The quality of
the social processes, which are already being built today, is reaching such a stage of
development that the whole well-established over the centuries reporting system and human
liaison is losing its effectiveness. It is connected to new informational and technological
progress, which affects the combination of environmental factors, leaving behind the usual way
of people’s lives and their self-organization quality.
For the past century of technological progress, civilization, due to the increase of the
speed of processes, has not been able to make an absolutely different perceptual system of the
objective reality, which affects the quality of society’s interaction with the environment and its
general goal-setting. For objective reasons, state machinery loses its effectiveness, which used
to facilitate the control of social processes. Society remains all alone with its fate which is both
a positive and a disruptive factor for the whole global civilization.
We will try to reconcile the social views of the world and the facts on the ground by
giving a view aimed at understanding world’s processes as a bunch of positive environmental
factors, meant to give society completely universal ways of own development and
evolution.
Only five years ago it was impossible to imagine such a concourse of circumstances due
to which a project like that could appear in the overall informational space. Therefore, the
quality of future events encourages us to make a step forward and get the go-ahead from those
forces that have been the watchmen of the world for ages.
The level of the given to society freedom is a function, meant to manage a crisis
situation. The whole established global industrial economy is coming to its logical end, leading
our civilization to such quality, when human time will be spent not on working activities as a part
of hired labor, but only on creative work and personal development. At this state of things,
habitual consumption will lose its effectiveness in its influence on the economic situation in
general. A human, as a function of the Pancosmic Design, will enter a new stage of
development, having deepened into the world full of instrumentarium of the new age, which is a
combination of the factors of new environment, giving each person an absolute freedom in selfexpression.
In the upcoming age, the most precious things will be ideologemes, turning huge crosssections of society into unity, leaving behind the value of technologies and everything material
due to their time instability as they rapidly renovate. The ideas will rule the world, forming a
stable development of social processes for a long period of time. The more stable the idea will
be in time, the more stable will be the development of world’s economy as a result of people’s
synchronization and creative work on its basis.
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We will try to explain the connection between the idea and the quality of global
processes aimed at overall creativeness. In which way are ideology and human’s worldview
relevant to operational system soft of computers to draw a parallel between all the already
known images that find their visualization in our daily life. How can we change the quality of the
processes accompanying our life by programming our own psyche? In which way do soft and
operational systems influence the quality of the analysis of the objective reality, and in which
way do their fundamental aims predispose creativeness or, at negative fundamental basis,
destructiveness and self-destruction? How does collective psyche influence natural phenomena
and eventfulness? What is love and why is it the greatest achievement? In which way do
informational technologies influence the forming of one global civilization without boundaries
and how does the blockchain technology contribute to it, speeding the organization process of
absolutely new economy aimed at people’s self-organization in the frame of new informational
society?
We will not try to answer each and every of these questions and provide you with the
absolute truth. We will bring forward those of them, which are, to our mind, able to encourage
the understanding of the world, giving anyone an ability to answer them personally. This
approach is not aimed at forming the dogmas which are impossible to debate, but predisposes
research activities, accompanying process of which will be a through penetrating creative
process aimed at understanding the truth.
Human’s ability to self-education will be the key factor in personal development in future.
The state, at which the survival problems were solved for country’s citizens by the control
system, is fading. Consequently, we ourselves should take control of the situation and start
forming a matrix of possible states, forming a global order of the day and comprehensively
coping with urgent tasks at the same time.
Information integrity and its most compliance to reality will play a crucial role in the
upcoming era, developing fundamental views of the world. It will be a supreme value as it will
facilitate the gathering of social processes and its accompanying future forecast. It is the
forecast activities in the technology development era that loses its methodological basis
splitting upon the obscurity rocks. Society loses its ability to build its life in accordance with
time, which leads to family collapse and state formations.
This project is aimed at solving this problem, which is why human mind secrets are being
revealed, as without the understanding of the fundamental matters, it is impossible to describe
the logic of the modern world development. Everything in this world is interconnected with a
supernal reality and its algorithm of functioning. Nothing is born out of oblivion, everything has
its analogies in different spheres of natural phenomena and life, as human’s brain is capable of
generating only those things and images, which the Universe database already has information
on.
We will not try to cover everyone and everything by this project as we understand that
the quality of information is aimed at public that has already formed a number of matters
described above, and is waiting in the wings to get support and a fold. However, we consider
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that future generations will also find something personal in the information brought by us, and
they will express its basic principles in individual creativity.
The new age is already developing and phase transition is done in intuitive notion in
each of us, changing the understanding of the world. If we want to make a better and faster
jump into the new perceived reality, we need to describe the events, which will be spoken about
in this project. Obviously, each of us, one way or another, has personally formed the answers
to many of the described questions that is why it is important to get the support from the
outside, to fill our mind with confidence in tomorrow’s day and leave, on some matters, the
loneliness.

***
It is important to emphasize some recommendations to follow while reading. During the
creation of the project the aim was to build a logical chain of cause-and-effect relations, based
on the process of human interaction with the environment, producing a cohesive view of the
world with each passing piece of chain. The project is written coherently so, as to fully
understand and form a prominent worldview upon the read, you should closely follow the given
order during the reading as not to lose the general logic of things. If you have a feeling that
some described thoughts cannot set to proper understanding, do not be upset – the
understating will come on the basis of the following pieces. In the end, after having read the
whole work, you will have a holistic understanding of the information on the basis of which
anyone will be able to describe possible development of global events that will entail active
actions aimed at forming a new reality.
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Worldview
To move forward, we need to define the worldview, on the basis of which today’s reality
is built. If we consider a human as an informational-algorithm system, then a human’s
worldview, just like in computing machines, is its operational system. The system which, at
external considering, is a thing in itself and provides the interaction with the sense organs of the
bearer.
If we look at a worldview within the research of its internal principles, it may be linked to
the informational systems of personal computers. In this case, they should be divided into two
groups1:
1. Close source code system;
2. Open source code system;
In both cases the logic of operational systems is developed by third-party developers.
The user accepts the ideology of one of them and adopts it. The differences in the approaches
are identified on the level of advanced usage of the systems. If, in the first case, the user is
limited in the access to source codes and just accepts the fact that the system lives its own life
updating, giving access to external soft and so on, then, in the other case, the user has a free
hand concerning operational system as, at wish, the user can cardinally change all the content
and have total control of the operational system. The most important thing is that in the case
with open source codes, OS won’t make a single step without a direct command of the system
user as it has an algorithm of direct submission to the user without any elements of
“discretionary powers”, algorithms of which are brought by the third-party developers. In other
words, the user is able to control the system behavior at its interaction with each of the
interfaces of the computer and change the configurations of its core.
The differences in the approaches are defined by the corporate logic inside the
companies developing operational systems. In the first case, commercial secret haunts the
closed nature of the system, where the user is seen as a final consumer whose pocket finances
the corporation directly or indirectly. The closed nature of the system is a mechanism insuring
the corporation from its intellectual product copying. Corporations run a privacy policy and other
protection systems for strategically important information.
In the second case, operational systems are developed by open communities of
developers whom anyone, who has the skills of software development, can join. On the
contrary, in respect of the first case, there’s a policy of strict selection of the staff.
Even on the basis of this approach during system analysis, nowadays there are a
number of rules. The transfer to open systems is commonly carried out from closed systems.
1
This analogy is not made by chance. During the book it will be emphasized that the world is moving into the
new era marked by the appearance of open source code systems, which are embodied not only in the world of informational
technologies.
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At first thought, both types of system logic are in confrontation mode, however on close scrutiny
there is a principle of adoption of ideas and technological solutions.
The user, who deals only with the systems of the first type during his life, as a rule,
contents himself with user interface and often doesn’t go to the heart of the operational system,
eventually reaching the usage level in automatic mode, as exemplified by closing informational
and warning windows, installing programs without looking and other actions.
At transfer to the second-type systems, as a rule, the user enters an analyzing and
interpreting mode which is a pure advantage towards the first-type systems, where at the level
of development, the user is seen as some kind of reaction machine with a minimum set of
parameters, theoretically, performing a function of product payment when new versions of
software are released. The logic of the second-type systems has a number of conscious
advantages only in case when the user is already in contact with it. Otherwise, everything we
have is of no interest as there is no idea of different interconnection logic with the computer’s
interface.
As the user gets familiar to the new system, he begins to see more clearly what
computer interfaces are, and what an interconnection is between a human and those interfaces
through operational systems. He begins to see the whole information-algorithm system which is
called a computer and, eventually, the differences in information processing between the two
types of system construction logic are not seen anymore. There’s this certainty that the
operational system should be controlled only by the user, who has access to the superuser
rights and that is that.
Now let’s leave the technological ins and outs and come up right to a human, leaving the
analogy itself as a principle.
Humans’ worldview has the same functions and is divided into two similar groups:
1. The worldview, stamped by the matrix, which is a bearer (user) control system, serving
closed corporations..
2. Conscious worldview, controlled by the user and adopting to time realities not in the
automatic mode of the “corporate updates”, but in the mode of controlling psyche
configuration by the direct bearer of the given worldview.
All the social, mainstream structures are working to develop the first-type worldview. A
human, from this point of view, is seen as an object to control, responding to external irritants.
The system task is to provide the predictability of the object’s behavior, i.e. to program a human
worldview in such a way, so that the respond to irritants would be most predictable. The
education level of an individual is defined by the breadth of irritants processed with respond at
the stage of working activity to the extent permitted by the system. Individual’s psyche both
stays to the full extent out of his control and remains, due to the worldview, a part of the system
of individual’s external control, where the control over informational interfaces of psyche
belongs to external control system, again, due to an individual’s foreign worldview.
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The second type of the worldview is a consequence of an individual’s interaction with a
wide range of information, sources of which are mainly not controlled by the system directly or
controlled but partially. It should be noted that the controllability is a relative thing, and it is often
defined by the cumulative characteristics of the freedom of will and choice, which will be
discussed in detail in the following parts. Taking the first-type worldview into consideration from
the second-type point of view, it, this first-type worldview, is no longer a worldview in a general
sense. The thing is that at responding approach to the “analysis” of the objective reality, there is
a huge layer of key events and peculiarities of the psyche of each individual “under the hood”.
The rest world outlook can be built on their basis.
It can therefore be concluded that the external cultural matrix is a programmable
environment under control of the control system. This matrix mostly performs the function of the
projector of the key behavior algorithms to the worldview of each individual and, consequently,
to collective psyche in general.
We shall now consider the information processing mechanism closer.
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From Psyche to Consciousness
Having addressed the question of the worldview as being a system of incoming
information processing and a system of interaction with a bearer’s psyche interfaces, we will
now go into the question of psyche functioning.
A human, being a multilevel information-algorithm system meant for interacting with the
outside physical world, is a bearer of psyche with predetermined principal characteristics.
These principles are realized on the basis of physiological qualities of a separate individual,
external cultural factors, and on the basis of energy-informational interaction with the inner
world of a person. They are defined by the level of his intelligence while understanding laws of
nature and social processes.
Psyche, in its general sense, can be compared to a nugget, walls of which are covered
with earth material. The task of every person, in this case, is not only to clean the nugget from
foreign elements, but also to do the gem-cutting in order to achieve the perfect shape. The
perfect shape of gem-cutting is Consciousness in its highest realization. If we look at this
analogy from the control perspective, then psyche, in its original, is most affected by external
influences, and is not duly capable of rebuffing cultural matrix manifestations. Consciousness,
on the other hand, is a tuning fork resonating with Universe pulsations, and, due to the cast-off
excesses, it is able to generate matrix discharges and change the functioning algorithm in parts
of its elements.
Psyche, in its primary realization, is an end in itself of the society’s control system,
whose software developers put emphasis on each element of the system to act within the
statistical faults.
A person’s worldview is a mechanism, contributing the process of Consciousness
development, or, being within the frames of its closed codes – in the denial of this process.
Following the given logic, let’s define what earth material, in need of its processor, is. It
is, in the first place, instincts, whereby not all of them are absolute evil, and part of them can
perform a complex of vitally important functions. An end in itself is what really matters as it is
the service of instincts, or the process of progressive motion in the process of Education.
Then come the matrix-culture inversions of the system, brought to the system of
individual’s stereotypes, which are the instrument for serving closed corporations, developing
behavior matrixes, making a person, in fact, a slave, thoughtlessly serving their interests.
It is impossible to be an absolute mentor in this matter as each person has his own way.
However, a separate case is worth considering. Nothing distances the final artifact of selfdevelopment in the form of Consciousness as alcohol and other drugs. But it is also something
very far from understanding as the fact of refusal itself lays a challenge at person’s feet – to use
or not to use: that is the question. It is very often that a person leaves this world with these
thoughts, and as often as not intoxicated by datura. Cultural matrix influences informationally
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and toughly engrains these behavior and consuming algorithms since early childhood, leaving
the child, in the long run, all alone with its predilections. However, it is possible to refuse, and it
is worth it.
The control system sets its interfaces in such a way so that it can generate structureless
control over heaps of people, playing the key strings of their psyche. In general, when you get
down to it, the methods are not the sharpest knife in the drawer, but they are sharpened by
time controlling stamps, flowing in one bed. The skills are sharpened in marketing, “selling”
behavior matrixes to society that shall never realize that all of this is just a product aimed at
control, i.e. solving a problem of its behavior predictability.
The purpose of the system is to close the hidden worldview codes on the lower human
interfaces of psyche in order to implement the mechanism of external informational background
circulation through its contours. One of the tasks is to exclude the possibility of changing the
direction of informational flow circulation. Figuratively speaking, we can imagine human
material dipped into informational environment with a predetermined background. Each
element of such system should let the informational background through its psyche without any
delays, and export it back in order to feed the surroundings with worldview codes. This is how
the most stable system looks like.
Pure conscious for such a system is an absolute evil. Being a tune fork with nature
oscillations, conscious, which is in the process of gem-cutting, is an internal filter sorting the
information from the external environment, analyzing and understanding it, which is already a
failure of inner contours of the control system operation.
Having got to the bottom of psyche a little, let’s segue to consciousness as an objective
entity of any materia.

Any Materia has Consciousness
The thought coming from consciousness, which has finished up gem-cutting, can be a
generator of a complex torsional field 2 of a sufficient force to influence external torsional fields
of physical objects, performing energy-informational impact. The thing is that torsional fields are
an external projection of “mental activity” of conscious. This word phrase is given in quotation
marks as, if we consider the fact that any materia has consciousness, then there is a question:
what kind of thought can a chair have? However, if we have a torsional field, we have a
thought. The “thought” of a chair compared to humans conscious thought has a lower
organization, and, obviously, rotates in a sole frequency band. Can the “thought” of a chair be
controlled? If we try, we can find the answer at our ancestors, who treated each thing as a
living object not because of the polytheism, but because of quite different world understanding,
based on comprehending the laws of nature.
We don’t have to go far to find examples. One has only to think about how our conscious
in childhood was influenced by the outside, when interacting with one or another means, from
2

‘A Theory of Physical Vacuum’ by G. I. Shipov.
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time to time, throwing us, depending on the situation, either into mortal dread or into sweet
childish unrestraint. Parent’s angry look was enough to feel like a fish out of water for some
time.
In this case, we shall define the contours of such child’s reactions. First of all, a child is
pure from all the worldviews, and everything surrounding it is an energy-informational
background of a new, unknown world. A child does not have duly will to overwhelm the external
energetic impacts, and it is a kind of sponge, which is projected with all the energyinformational background of the objective reality. The protection from the influence is either a
biological field of a parent, or a biological field of a grandee adult, in the absence of which, a
child falls into panic, and a foreign, aggressive environment begins to drive the child crazy.
Can such contours be laid on an adult? Certainly, as this algorithm is a part of a hidden
society control system, and the per cent of such influences, at sampling from the fids of control
methods, is very high. The difference is just that the contrast of a child’s reactions is more
obvious as it is somewhat a pure creation, whose conscious is in another frequency band. A
person reacts on the external energy-informational influence in an automatic mode, and quite
often out of emotions, although sometimes, on winning big, falls into the state of light euphoria,
but just until realizing his being a hostage of circumstances.
It should be noted that the elements of influence on a parent often do not have the same
effect on a child as the reaction mechanisms of a parent have not been projected on child’s
psyche yet. Although, every such parent’s run “in an autopilot mode” is taken by a child at face
value, which doesn’t require deep understanding. Thus and so, matrix behavior algorithms are
projected on the psyche of new generations without any problems, becoming a part of their
habitual realities. It is one of the mechanisms of behavior matrix distribution from generation to
generation, secretly serving powerful corporations.
We should elaborate the phenomenon of consciousness. Strange as it may seem, the
process of conscious interaction with the physical world is an analogy of technosphere
development, which will further be described in detail.

Consciousness is in Another Dimension
To reflect on this simple hypothesis, we need to understand what a dimension of the
genesis is.
The supporting element of our external physical world and of all the multidimensions of
the objective world is an ideal point. It is the main material to build a perceptible physical world
and a transaction channel to that different dimension. Geometrically, a point is a onedimensional object. If we place it in the space field and draw half-lines to any of the sides on
the plane, we will have a two-dimensional object. We know from Geometry, that any object
displayed on the plane is defined about axes X and Y in space.
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To define a three-dimensional object in space, these XY axes are not enough as it is
additionally necessary to draw another Z axis perpendicular to space field. This is the only
approach in Geometry allowing measuring any dimensional body. This approach is sufficient
enough to study our whole visible physical world, and, in general, the official science does so,
once in a while modestly concluding that there are other dimensions of our reality, as it is
difficult to explain many physical phenomena without understanding this fact.
We are not burdened by the science “degrees of devotion”; therefore we can calmly
adopt this approach as we can easily explain the phenomenon of consciousness with it.
Let’s imagine that a point is both a transaction to another dimension and a constructional
supporting element to build a whole visible three-dimensional world. Then, at the first stage, we
just need to assume that conscious is right there – in another dimension, which is a sort of
reflection of the external world, – as to individually understand this presumption further. There
is only one difference: there’s nothing else except our conscious in the dimension where our
conscious is, as there is only a Unified Consciousness of the objective reality and our
conscious is its integral part. Considering that any materia has conscious, the conscious of any
materia is a part of unified and common conscious in general.
In this sense, psyche is an external mechanism for conscious interaction with dense
matter through the senses of the bearer. Hence, psyche, in many ways, is a generator of
noises, projected to conscious, blocking pure conscious activities.
The understanding of this is the main mechanism of interpreting hidden interfaces of
psyche, lurking in the closed source code systems, which are the instrument in the “chosen
ones’” hands. As a rule, on having realized that, life begins to be more interesting.
In fact, in this sense, conscious is a source of intuition. Intuition, in this case, is a
generalized concept of multilevel system of transceiver. Initially, intuition may be described as
some conscious push, generating further thinking activity. An important point is which direction
this thinking activity is going, and which psyche levels are involved. Intuition is a signal of
another dimension. Human body senses, on the other hand, interact with psyche. At a later
stage, when interpreting these simple truths, a person can come to a conclusion that the notion
of intuition is just a shell of a complex transceiver system.
There are no notions of space and time at the level of conscious as another dimension
interconnects to all the space and time of the external visible world. Thus, the world of threedimensional forms is an extensional point of space and time, which is influenced from the
outside by the general conscious of the objective reality, concentrated in one overall point. This
construction is quite difficult to describe. In its general sense and more simply it can be
described as follows: every point of space and time is a transaction to another dimension,
which is a whole one, controlling the external world of three-dimensional forms. Every point is a
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source of torsion field, sending energy and information, forming a usual matrix with its
chemicophysical laws3.

‘In terms of time all the universe has a size of a dot’
Statement by N.A. Kozyrev at the symposium in Byurakan, 1976

Consciences Interaction
There is a great expression in the Russian language: “put one’s soul into smth”. It is one
of the proofs that we have lost a lot, or somebody intentionally took it out of our field of view.
Life Russian is staying a carrier of a serious layer of information, often giving answers to many
questions.
Usually this expression is applied to art professions, where in the frames of the same
project one can achieve absolutely different results regarding visual perception of the final
result by observers, even though the instruments will prove absolute similarity. 4 In this case, the
attention of the creator to the details of the project will play a key role. The more carefully we
think over each detail, the more our conscious controls the conscious of this detail, i.e. it
polarizes its fields within the energy of our field contours. If a pure conscious is solving this
problem, then the effect will attract the outside looks of the result observers.
It explains the hypnotic effect of painters’ pictures, when, it should seem, a simple blot
on the canvas makes a visitor stop and join the process of understanding the painter’s idea. In
this case, there is a bunch of factors influencing the result. It is mainly the size of the canvas
which was energized by the painter over time. In respect to the infinity of the Universe, this
canvas is an endlessly small material point of space, into which the creator has put a part of his
soul. If he would just spend his time staring at the empty canvas, carefully drawing the details in
his mind and finally would demonstrate it, then probably he wouldn’t obtain less result. In this
case, the combination of color forms on the canvas is lateral but by no means unimportant.
Remember Steve Jobs and his love for detail, and also his hate for alcohol and his
engagement with certain eating habits. If we correlate everything appropriately, then we can
conclude that marketing, in contravention of Apple, is nothing else but pure psychophysics.
Few people say that the founder of the company created a technological cult, in the first place.
In order to be convinced of that, one need only to remember the screams of once rejoicing
throng because of new marketing moves of Steve.
As for the hypersusceptibility to the external changes of the object, it should be
specifically extended. As to read the external changes of the distant object, one should have an
3
If we assume that we live in a simulation, then its functioning principle can be based on the physical
phenomenon, when the realization of the objective physical reality is formed by the inconceivable generator, concentrated on
the “great spaces” of other dimensions contrary to computer simulations, based on binary transistor logic. Our world is usual
only to the extent of the things and nature phenomena, which we have been used to since childhood and with which we interact
by our senses. At this the “reality” of this genesis is quite tenuous as we are limited in its perception.
4
We shall specify it for those Associate Professors who cannot “measure” another dimension: the ultimate
measure of another dimension is a human himself, as he naturally has a multilevel mechanism to measure all the things.
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idea of its energy-informational layers. Simply speaking, at the initial stage, one should
establish a system of direct and inverse communications, and then, during a certain period of
time, be in contact with it. Such contact will have signs of field interconnection of two objects,
consequently, together with the information exchange, there will be a synchronization of
consciences.
Any examples are always plain to see. As simple example is a child and a mother. The
mother does not only give the child the rules of interconnection with the outer world, but she
has also carried him in her womb. Thus, the child is a part of mother’s conscious, moreover, he
derives his mother’s informational background, and, to some degree, is distantly controlled by
the mother until he gets a certain freedom of will.
The union of two hearts of a man and a woman works in the same way. Eventually, they
confess to family relationship between them.

Subconscious
If we follow the accepted analogy that person’s psyche is some kind of nugget, on gemcutting which we get access to pure conscious, then subconscious, or non-conscious levels of
psyche, is everything that is hidden behind the unprocessed face. In a general sense, the
process of gem-cutting can be characterized in the following way: conscious is everything that
has already opened during the gem-cutting, and non-conscious is everything to be discovered
during the process of self-development.
Manifestations of the psyche non-conscious level pulsations can be characterized with
all the known psychological differences, such as sense of justice, self reverence, conscience,
morality, love and so on.
Conscious, as a strong factor of Creation hiding inside the noise elements of psyche,
and being, in this case, subconscious, has a tight connection to the Design of the supernal
reality and can be a generator of misguided (in terms of control system) actions. This kind of
behavior is marked by Lev Gumilev as passionate, and people who make these misguided
actions are marked as passionarians. Passionarians, in this case, are a direct proof of such raw
power of all the non-conscious. The only problem is that not all the passionarity is absolute
good, and the control system, based on certain and highest knowledge, relative to all of the
behavior matrixes, has learnt to control this passionarity factor. Moreover, passionarity is in
some way considered a system as a key mechanism of transaction to a new level of society
control, and, consequently, self-control of society itself.
The thing is that at powerful impulses of the non-conscious levels of psyche, nobody has
canceled the noises of matrix stamps, that is why actions of these elements can drop out of
universal behavioral norms and permissiveness, shaping into some kind of natural calamity,
especially when it comes to the concentration of passionate elements at some abstract point of
the informational space and time, which may result in controlled revolutions and other.
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Powerful pulsations of non-conscious levels of psyche, which encourage certain actions,
have a destructive power if not duly used. In a general sense, such behavior can be
characterized as energy without a vector 5. The processes of self-destruction are most often
seen in the society with a high-degree concentration of passionate elements, without proper
development ideology. Alcohol, in this case, is a sort of a solvent for human biochemical
reactions, caused by passionate impulses from the non-conscious levels of psyche.
If we consider the concentration of consciences of the objective reality in that 6 another
dimension, and take into account that this concentration is a hierarchic sequence in terms of
incoming information control, then the analogy to psyche as a nugget is the best. The Maker’s
Conscious7 at this analogy has the highest and absolute cut. The Maker has reached the
control of all the information flow of the entire universe. The Maker’s conscious is the source of
one and absolute Design, and the Maker is not burdened by psyche and has the Absolute
Mind.

5

The expression was used by a satirist and a public man M. Zadornov. In this case, the given expression is the

most accurate.

6
7

Or in this – it depends on where our attention during mental, intellectual and spiritual activities is concentrated.
Here and elsewhere the Maker and God are philosophy categories, describing all the unknowable in general.
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Collective Psyche
Note that everything in the Universe exists within the eternal rotation, i.e. if we consider
that a thought is rotation itself and a source of external torsion fields, then the Universe in its
endless motion, in this general case, functions within the one Design. This is a key point in a
consistent pattern of matrix discharges, which we are to work out partially in this chapter.
The topic of collective psyche is quite complex, and indeed, the key points of this topic
are a closed book. Little is written about it if any at all. It is not so easy to understand this
material, especially if there is no balanced system of direct and backward communications with
the environment under research, and an individual doesn’t take part in forming the matrix of
possible states, and, consequently, doesn’t have basic knowledge of how information works,
settling on the contours of collective non-conscious.
We made an attempt to understand that an individual enters a self-control mode the
moment he begins to control personal psyche interfaces through his worldview. If we put this
model onto collective psyche, then the subjective collective environment, controlling the
informational flows inside its contours, is nothing but a network structure, generating external
structureless control8. An unstable condition of a network structure can be caused by a
subject’s not understanding the possibility of self-interfaces control and his direct involvement in
the network structure.

Spatial Synchronization
Following the theory of physical vacuum, torsion fields, in contrast with electromagnetic,
attract the similar and push away the opposite. Consequently, to synchronize space, we need a
system of such configuration, due to which its elements will have the least frequency diversity
in the process of interaction with informational background, i.e. stability in behavior
predictability in a cross-section of society should have the highest coefficient.
The methods of solving this problem are processed within the construction of generation
system of matrix informational background. At stable, within the statistical accuracy, unified
objectives definition of society – society is a stable, reflexive organism. At this, the degree of
free will exercised by each of the elements of such organism goes down with the increase of
the activity of a wider and wider group of persons. If we indicate such behavior on the graph,
we will see an avalanche jump of the curve upwards, at this the beginning of the curve rising
within the trend will be a target-driven excitation of matrix informational background by control
system structures.
If one or another element is unable to understand the algorithm of its behavior within the
general crowd behavior and to define the aims of the external control system within this control
influence, then the element is synchronized with the contours of such collective psyche
manifestation, showing activity within the frames preplanned by the system.
8

Brief analysis of network structures is in Appendix.
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Particularly vibrant manifestations of collective psyche are seen when the system sets
the goal of fastest result. Special cases look in the following way: when people gobble up the
basic necessities, or under the power of fears of the upcoming pandemic they line up for
vaccination and so on. Usually, quite rarely, anybody is able to give a substantiated answer to
the question of such behavior reasons, and often the answers come down to simple bits and
pieces of collective non-conscious: “everybody went, and I went”.
In everyday life, the manifestations of collective psyche are actually the general crosssection of masses behavior of sluggish avolition within the given by the system freedom of will.
On this basis it can be concluded that the system, in the first place, sets a goal to control
the collective non-conscious of the crowd instead of controlling an individual, and in case of
special degree of understanding these or those behavior algorithms by some individual, the
system solves the problem of deactivation of such individual through the crowd activeness,
directing its dissatisfaction to his activities. Thus, the crowd with its collective psyche is nothing
else but a human material, whose energy movement direction is able to change at strictly set
control.

Collective Non-Conscious and Symbolism
Within the system with closed sources, when the corporate logic is based on the
principles of commercial secrets, obviously, there should be a strictly defined information
system. Broadcast in public or under the surrender of the “secret documents” on the workedout strategy of further development is out of secrecy logic, and the roots of the control system
go way to pre-biblical times, that is why a mechanism of symbolism, concentrated within the
matrix informational background, was sharpened during the centuries.
The echoes of such manifestations are reflected on culture items, which, in their turn, are
a kind of projection of the collective non-conscious. If we look at the museum exhibits, then
symbolism is based upon biblical images, or on the images of the ancient Greece and Rome,
and the images of Egypt Civilization times. The essence of mythology is built in a symbolic
form, where every symbol or a set of mythological actions, may enclose a whole system of
social phenomena of society.
Considering the algorithm of object “thought” control and the possibility to project mindimages of the painter or sculptor to the objects of his oeuvre, we can conclude that these mindimages are projected on the non-conscious levels of psyche of any observer, even the one,
who, passing by the exhibit, hasn’t stopped to understand the idea of the painter. Everything in
our world functions within the energy-informational exchange and for this reason, everything is
based on cause-and-effect, therefore such concentrations of historical culture in items of
culture entirely represent those hidden encrypted codes of worldview, which are a product of
the control system.
The set of factors of collective non-conscious and symbolism, altogether are the reason
for matrix discharges.
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Matrix Discharges
The collective non-conscious, in this case, is an absolute container for encrypted
information, which, considering the fact that collective psyche is nothing else but the generator
of a torsion field only with a stronger organization, when effected by controlling conscious, can
matrixly show itself, relaxing on the external physical objects, concentrated spatially and in time
at some point, symbolizing at that moment of time eventivity or a set of “random” images – a
forthcoming set of algorithmic matrix events. 9 Simply speaking, such egregorial-matrix
discharges are filled with numerical measure of some statistical predetermination and
symbolics. The controlled subjects’ goal-setting can be read from the collective non-conscious
through these discharges.
If we consider the fact that a soviet astrophysicist N.A. Kozyrev did not have the
generally accepted notional base during his researches, and all his researches of time can be
considered researches in the field of physical vacuum regardless of time, then his following
statement generally describes the subject under consideration:

“Time continuum is a universe filling materia in the state of boson
condensate, touching which leads to its throughout excitation”.
It is obvious that if we consider any excited state of physical vacuum as a cause, then
matrix discharges are its consequence, drawing a set of collective symbols at space-and-time
point of each specific discharge, showing eventivity.
Judging from the fact that our civilization is at the stage, when society shows signs of the
worldview based on the open-source system, the egregorial-matrix discharges begin to form
new shapes, at discharges of which there is a new cross-section of symbolics, based on other
cultural codes and on other numerical measure. There may also be shifting processes on the
demounting of one or another structure or the authority system within the control systems. That
is why these processes are always accompanied by confrontation at the levels of adaptive
control, which may also be a reason for matrix discharges.

9

Examples:



Sulfur smell in Moscow’s air



Costa Concordia shipwreck



and so on.
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Society
We have already partially addressed the question of not all the freedom of will being
free, and if we follow a special logic, then freedom is defined by the degree of
meaningfulness of actions. This will be enlightened in this chapter in detail.
Any person is a part of society. It is always more interesting to consider this from this
perspective. We have already partially touched upon the matrix reflection on individual’s
psyche. Let’s try to stop at it in detail.
A person in and of itself is a biological projection of nature matrix. When interacting with
society, cultural matrix is project on person’s psyche, which allows building the chains of
interaction with society. The control system builds structures in such a way, so that a person
could in the fastest way and with the highest stability coefficient merge into culture matrix to
keep on translating its main cultural codes. Thus, the control system sees the bulk of people as
retranslators of behavior algorithmic. Control structures, their hierarchy and authority system
are being built according to these needs.
The control system, as an objective reality, is a part of stereotype system of society,
some contours of which can be state machinery in its whole unity. The real power and its
universal cause are always closed for individual’s psyche interfaces. Its indicator is mass
behavior both at the higher order of hierarchy and at the lower. In other words, the reflection
of real power is our worldview. It may be either more or less integrated into our psyche for
the purpose of secret control of our behavior. At these settings, the control system can just
selectively or widely influence the informational background of society to reach the necessary
behavior in its cross-section.
State or visible control structures are just a kind of form, translating the controlling
information flows, and the elements of these structures are just the same retranslators,
adapting to goal-setting of the real power, reactionally responding external controlling impacts.
Thus, at destruction of imaginary statehood, only the external decoration shell is being
demounted, although the real power itself stays where it was and keeps controlling society
processes.
The key aspect defining the stability of such system in time is a difference in the level of
understanding between the real representatives of the real control system and their elements
under control. The objective main factor in this matter is the difference in the worldview. The
worldview of the regulators, aimed at control in all directions, cannot be comparable to the
zipped demo-version, projected at collective psyche of society.
From this thought perspective, there are some lines of the following logical piece – that
is, education. If freedom is defined by the degree of meaningfulness of actions, then the
degree of individual’s distant control beyond his conscious is inversely related to his
freedom.
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In order to get to the matter of education, we will start with family as of primary source of
person formation.
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Family
If we consider this society phenomenon from philosophy point of view, then we can
come to conclusion that it has a sacral nature. To consider this phenomenon, we need to start
from afar, from the very origins of life.
When considering this matter, we will fully touch upon the system of goal-setting
concerning family. The system, as in any sacral matter, has set its own mechanisms in family,
considering this institution somewhat a driving mechanism, motivating to serve the system
interest by each family member. We will again see that everything is premised on a worldview
and cultural matrix codes.
This topic is quite complex, and if a person has reached a certain level of self-control
outside family relationships, then, when creating a family, he may meet new challenges, some
of which can stump him in the process of self-development.
Few people have thought that in order to get a good job one needs to graduate school
and university; and to try to start a family one needs nothing but the consent of the parties, and
then come what may. Maybe, it is the reason for divorces and unstable unions. Let’s figure that
out.

Life
If we consider life from the control system’s point of view, then we can come to
conclusion that this matter has an obviously materialistic cult. Solving the problem of behavior
predictability, we need to shut society attention on the material manifestations of life and
exclude any understanding of the fact that Life in its diversity is an endless motion and
transformation into Spirit embodiment; and those who operate these categories need to be
raised to the rank of fringe groups and lumpens. The system provides stability due to the
system of motivation within the material values. Any signs of person’s Spirit education are seen
as signs of delusion and worldview nearsightedness within scientific and philosophical
mainstreams.
Let’s continue to base upon the accepted analogy of psyche with a nugget, which is, at
bottom, a transfer to another dimension, where our conscious is covered with the unprocessed
roche of our non-conscious. This accepted analogy is nothing but a filtering mechanism of our
accepted worldview, making the thought to concentrate at a single point and directing the
outside looks into the world of light and shade and physical impulses. It is the way we become
a part of another dimension, getting closer to consciousness and, consequently, we get
rationality, excluding the manifestations of psyche activity coming from the physical body
interfaces.
At this approach, the external manifestations of the matrix take the rank of more sensible
categories, representing external goal-setting towards it.
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Consciousness in its highest performance is the projection of the Spirit, performing the
function of the bridge of physical manifestations and light and shade impulses. Consequently,
the whole visible world is nothing but the Spirit manifestation. The reason for all the interaction
of this diversity of forms is a unified Design, which is a denial of the freedom of choice towards
the fact of its existence. The freedom of choice spreads through the channels of the Creation
initial causes out of all the multiverse of the objective reality, concentrating the highest degree
of the freedom of choice on the projection of people behavior, giving an ability to get the
freedom of will.
Consciousness, being the highest realization of psyche, has its own informationalgorithmic manifestations. Psyche activity when interacting with the body has a sort of
analogical manifestations, only of a lower organization, exciting the rough strings of the lowest
layers of all the information-algorithmic chains of interfaces.
If conscious is an integral part of the materia in the solid world and has its spatial
localization in another dimension, then where does the conscious go when the materia fades?
Is there a fading of materia at all or are we just facing the transfer of one substance state into
another?
Let’s leave this question for adoption to the reader for his further searches. There are
many sources, one way or another touching upon this matter. We personally have adopted the
notion that the human’s body is nothing but a “suit” which we throw off when it is worn out. 10 It
is difficult to measure life after “death”. We can only make some conclusions based on certain
observations from life. To do so we should ask ourselves a set of questions:
Why, when born, some children have a higher potential, which can be marked as nothing
else but the presence of some kind of memory of the processes, which haven’t taken place
since they were born? Why the potential of some people development is a lot higher than the
potential of development of the rest people who are a lot older?
We can logically find the answers if we bring into the considered model of the notion –
experience. The experience of former lives, where the genetic “suit” is being sewed according
to the size of each person entering the embodiment. Life in a body gives the freedom of choice
to develop in any directions. At this, you can only bring from one life to another the experience
and accumulated potential in the process of becoming Homo sapiens.
A person is a kind of information container. Life gives an opportunity to fill the missing
space of the container, dipping us in one or another environment when we are born, and it
projects on us a kind of specter of predeterminacy underpinned by the position of the planets at
the moment of our birth,11 genetic code and cultural matrix. Due to this, every person has a

10
It should be specified that this representation is taken not at face value but is a result of understanding Life
within the interaction with its manifestations, and it is also some knowledge system, worked out due to processing of
information, coming through the system of direct and back communications and at interaction with the environment. Life, in this
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projected matrix of possible states of development, which is quite a predetermined area of
condonation.12
If a person’s memory in the shown form is kept as images, taken from the everyday
interaction with the surrounding world, then the pure conscious has a holographic structure, the
memory of which is stored in quite an “encrypted” form towards the brain memory. A person’s
psyche when interacting with conscious decodes the information coming from conscious, when
interacting with the dimensions of the genesis to process it in the usual for a person way for
further operation and its usage.
When interacting with the surrounding world through the person’s embodiment,
conscious is structured and filled with new structures of the hologram, joining through
holograms with hierarchy of genesis conscious, realizing in integrity.
Thus, for conscious memory interaction, a person needs to accumulate a certain layer of
information, scooped out from the daily life to build a chain of analogies with the conscious
memory and for its proper operation. Moreover, humankind needs a notional and terminological
base so that each person could easily decode the memory of personal conscious, expressing it
in his world-understanding to reproduce the new informational modules, i.e. to create a new
product of intellectual art.
At this perspective, the control system, with all its mechanisms of influence of people’s
psyche, is a system which is a motivating factor to think about the reasons a person exists.
Since if we move within the algorithmic manifestations of the matrix, then there are many
questions. The problem is that some people look for the answers and others bear it, mindlessly
reproducing the behavioral templates from generation to generation.
If we describe the behavior of the system more specifically basing on the notion of
hologram conscious, then we can draw a following picture. If we consider the fact that
everything in our world exists within the unified Design, which is a derivative of a whole
Conscious of the Higher reality, and a person, in his universal cause, should represent an
integral part of this Design and be the vicarious ruler of God on earth, then the control system
needed, at a certain stage of system construction, to create a foreign conscious of the
parallel reality, controlled not by the unified Design but by the controlling conscious of the
control system, projected through the representatives of the higher control system of public
behavior.
case, is considered a system being researched and a system into which the researcher himself is dipped. His task is to
correctly build a closed system through the interfaces of his own psyche.

11
There is a theory in astrology concerning the retrograde planets (planet movement in the opposite direction of
its orbits towards the Earth movement), if a person has them in his radical map (horoscope), he gets a chance to work out the
mistakes of his previous embodiments. Often, according to the concentration of the data of the retrograde planets one can see
the trouble spots, which walk into life most often.
12
The understanding of this problem makes us conclude that the system of the biblical Ten Commandments is a
drop in the sea and in many aspects it is a short and general list. Condonation system is a complex system of cause-and-effect
connections and every person goes along one’s way of filling the strictly defined tanks.
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If we take this into consideration within the given picture, then it is obvious that nature
affects people one way or another through convulsions not anyhow and out of the clear blue
sky, but due to the fact that the created artificial and foreign conscious functions against the
unified Design and the overall frequency ranges of rotation of both consciousnesses are in a
kind of struggle. Considering the fact that the Universe energies are a lot more powerful than
the energies generated by the mankind inverse behavior, it is obvious that mankind has not yet
crossed the line of the overall connivance and nature still acts selectively, showing those same
natural discharges towards the matrix. If we go further, we can arrive to a conclusion that the
ability of our ancestors to “call out to the wind” is an objective entity and only in the case if there
is a sense of freedom of choice and will, which will be described in detail in the following
chapter.
For these reasons, we may ask ourselves a question: why the control system, being a
source of such behavior, still actively exists and reproduces obscurantism but the
manifestations of nature convulsions pass it by.
The answer is simple: the key task of the control processes comes to hiding the keys of
knowledge, and obscurantism source is people themselves, and within the upper floors of
power there may be quite an acceptable for the Creation worldview within the unified Design.
As for the marked elements in the control system structure, they periodically and quite actively
renew within the top coups and the revolutions from the below due to the fact that their general
characteristics slightly differ from the characteristics of the deprived gutter. 13

Child and Parents
In the East, the embodiment starts at the moment of conception; but Ancient Slavs
consider it from the moment the child wishes. Parents created an image of their future child
through their wish, setting his characteristics thoroughly. The conception was close to a sacred
act, when parents’ attention focused on the pulsations of the Universe in the Conscious
dimension.
The process of conscious focusing on a physical body of a child doesn’t happen at the
moment of conception. A sperm cell, in this case, is a genetic core of the future physical body
of a child. At the initial stage of development, a child is a relatively simplest program aimed at
physical development with predetermined objective characteristics.
At the initial stage of development, an infant is covered with his uncontrolled body. This
body has a pure memory not loaded with information on the processes from the physical world.
The only thing that is somehow developed is an “awakening” conscious with a certain level of
maturity saved during the previous embodiments, but due to the fact that the external
manifestations of the matrix come to the first place for a child, and children begin to suck in the
eventivity, dipping their attention into the physical solid world, they, not knowing it themselves,
actively apart from conscious in its highest performance.
13

The differences are just in the level of enlightenment.
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Until a certain age, a child sees the world as a complex of unconnected light and shadow
impulses.14 Interconnections appear only due to conscious activities within the non-conscious
pulsations, which can be characterized as manifestations of conscience and morality flowing in
overall understanding process.
The only source, projecting matrix manifestations on the fresh psyche of a child at this
stage of development, is his parents. If, at the initial stage, a child sucks in only the emotional
background of its parents, projecting further signs of emotional behavior on its psyche, and the
task of its parents is formed in a set of actions, such as changing a diaper, feeding, washing,
sing a song and playing, – then further on, when they can get the system of direct and back
connections up and running, parents give the grounding of what is good and bad. At that, the
main algorithms of behavior are projected not from words but from the examples of behavior of
their parents.
The perception of an infant, and later on a growing child, as a sort of personality with
quite a definite set of presaved characteristics, makes a child see its parent in a different, more
solid mode. A certain maturity of conscious will always give a proper response to an
understanding adult. It is due to this mechanism that a quality connection between parents and
their child is settled. If, in addition, a parent will listen to philosophical or other logical
conclusions of his child since childhood, and clearly encourage a child for the right line of
thinking, and motivate it to independent thought creativity, and follow its personally developed
recommendations, then the interaction will flow in an intense mode. Otherwise, child’s
conscious will reject any adult, denying its quite definite maturity, in case there is such.
A child my look silly only if it is unable to express its thoughts, at this a parent may
himself provoke the misbehavior due to personal reflective behavior.

Man and Woman
Strange as it may seem, but our ancestors could even “order” the gender of a child,
although biologically, sexual characters show up only at a certain stage of embryo development
in the womb.15
Certain psychological differences between men and women are built up through sexual
characteristics. We will not touch upon this topic, a lot is written about it. Our task is to reveal
the secret codes of control. However, let’s briefly define the borders of the control system – to
be specific – let’s say the system uses these differences to build a stable control mechanism
and a family is, in this case, a central element of the system, which apparently loses its
importance here, entirely following the way of self-destruction within the externally set
algorithms.

14
The control system works flat out to make this external matrix background stable until the late aging. The set of
unconnected beautiful pictures is much more acceptable for the outside control then a whole view of the world.
15

Nine weeks after the fertilization, 11 maieutic weeks (after the first day of the latest period).
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The control system represents man and woman through various philosophies as two
elements on different sides of the scales. Thus, a certain confrontation of sides is secretly being
laid, ideally in a balanced mode, yet, each of the sides within the analogy can claim the
increase of its weigh within such relationships. We will try to escape the power of this model
and lay the principles of the synthesis between the two metaphysical elements, where the
highest achievement within such interaction is Love. The stream of our thoughts will lead us to
the understanding that love is not an emotional feeling which is a result of a rencounter or of
communication of two opposite bodies, but the Highest achievement of consciousnesses in the
process of mutual creativity.
Before we begin, we need to make a caveat. Superior cases of sex interactions within the
control system are discussed below. We should also admit that the model under consideration
is an ideal model within the system, where men or women have no affections to different forms
of self-destruction, like official or “forbidden” drugs, when both individuals lose the character of
not just humans, but also as of animals. 16

***
Genetically it happened so, that women are instinctively bound to a child and are tooled
for serving its immediate needs and offering a descent spot under the Sun, so they choose men
of those suitors who are ready to give that spot. In this key, woman’s psyche functions in higher
frequency ranges than man’s, i.e. woman’s planning range is narrower than man’s.
Men, unlike women, have a habit of mind aimed at solving problems of a more strategic
nature. Consequently, the planning range is wider. Nevertheless, genetically, men’s psyche is
bound to women’s genital organ and one way or another solves the problem of getting a free
access to it. In this case it is a genetic mechanism of men, realizing the function of procreation.
At such chain of affections in key elements of a family, the control system only needs to
shut certain informational flows of the matrix background to excite such mechanisms in parties’
psyche, i.e. so that the characters served the interest of the system automatically without any
second thought. 17 At such approach, the control system realizes the mechanism providing
instinct service, when all the creative energy is channelized through the material achievement
show in the name of immediate pleasures and following losses, while the general family
planning range is narrowing, due to what a family loses the connection with the reality and its
resources are spent in vain.
Such functionality automatically faces women with a choice between following the given
behavior logic or not, i.e. realizing the interaction with man in the mode “I’ll give or won’t” or “if I
give, then if…”. 18 The main principle of matriarchal society construction is being realized this
16
Total alcoholism of male population makes mothers take the role of both members of the family, realizing the
echoes of national folklore: ‘I’m a horse and I’m an ox – I’m both sexes – so it goes’.
17
Considering such patterns, many answers to questions begin to effloresce at the analysis of external,
informational matrix background, within which sex is being cultivated and the notions of love and respect to the opposite gender
are taken out of sight, exciting the principles of eternal confrontation in minds.
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way, when the prominent representatives of males from the authority system are controlled by
their wives and lovers.
The main task of a man who wants to non-consciously get free from the control, and at
this kind of woman’s behavior is not to set the instincts free, and this way get rid of the power of
“vaginocracy”, or start pouring alcohol on it, or find a decent replacement. Moreover, the end of
the 20th century was marked by the appearance of feminism movement. On the basis of its
activity European countries legislation set the “gender equality”. Such shifts in society led to the
establishment of relationships in family on the principles of joint household, just as business
activities with a general further capital, when the legislation behind each of the bilateral actions
encourages one or another family scene participant to different actions, being sure that state is
always on his side, ready to give all that is needed to the most “unprotected” and weak side.
On the whole, if we consider such innovation in the construction structure of family
relations, then we can come to conclusion that woman got a sort of freedom of actions towards
man who is already under the power of “vaginocracy” due to the propaganda of “free sexual
relationships”, and the matriarchal principles have settled down legislatively. All of this
additionally influenced the overall narrowing of the planning range of both society in general
and the structure of the control system, particularly, having strengthened the quality of
civilization turbulence.
Everything above was considered from the point of view of the collective psyche control
system, denying the development of this society at a certain vector. Within the creation with
open codes and at psyche movement towards conscious, the relations between men and
women are presented differently.

Love
To control society steadily, it is necessary to provide the conditions at which society
would never gain mind and would function in automatic response mode. One only needs to
shut psyche interfaces to serve instincts, realizing the algorithms of the external behavior
matrix, to do this.
However, the Creation has its unified Design and a person is given a chance to steadily
move along the way to get the Mind, interpreting the many patterns. Our task is to define the
contours of the design towards a man and a woman.
Everything in our world exists as an endless creative process aimed at realizing new
forms of life. We have already defined that any substance is life, consequently, it is a result of
the highest creativity.
Anyone, who one way or another met the creative process, knows that on having
reached the preset result, there is a condition, when the flight of thought and the desire of new
18
It is not good or bad – it just is. Such behavior algorithms especially seen in large cities and metropolises, when
women’s psyche is under the influence of a wide specter of allurements, especially if they are possessed by femalerepresentatives from the closest surroundings.
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forms realization are born. Let’s apply to these observations the following expression: the
cognition of Love is achieved by means of creativity. Consequently, we can establish from this
logic quite a neat logical chain.
With regard to the given logic, it will be obvious that God creates in the highest degree of
Love, and Love is nothing but an area of the supernal reality, independent from our existence.
As the interaction with the external surrounding world in the creativity mode within the Unified
Design goes, a person can access it by dipping into it with his own conscious, and he can
broadcast the codes of Love into the surrounding world of earthy realias. 19
Man and woman in this metaphysical process are synthesizing components, at the
interaction of which there is a synthesizer of the creative potential of one party with another. If
we look at the external results of human creativity, we will see that man in this process is a doer
whose interfaces are most involved in the process of creativity. Woman gives her man the
necessary creative energy and in the creative process they both get the access to Love, in
which God creates himself. Two people due to such access are the conductors of his Will.
At this logic two people are not a counterbalance on the scales of matrix manifestations,
but a whole one, whose synthesis aim is to be the conductors of God’s Will and to broadcast
the Love codes into the World of earthy realias.
Their task is not to suppress the will of each other but to understand that only due to the
interconnection of both consciousnesses there will be an external result of their mutual
creativity, and Love is the greatest achievement at this interconnection.
Hence, when two people meet, they are attracted to each other not due to love from first
sight but due to the similarity of metaphysical peculiarities of each other, at the synthesis of
which it is possible to enrich the creative potential and reach the Highest Love within the
highest creative process.
A child, in the mode of interconnection with Love, shedding from its parents, and being
itself a derivative of the Highest Love, grows up a lot faster, and many matrix manifestations,
reflected on his psyche activity, pass him by. Each such child can open its potential much
earlier and posses the access to Conscious a lot easier, and secure its interfaces when
interconnecting with the surrounding world, especially, if this process will be accompanied by
the acquisition of the worldview aimed at self-control.

19
Those who take different kinds of datura, do not understand natural euphoria without any psychotropic
substances, as it is often that success is poured with a shot or two of alcohol. To get the first feelings of pleasure developed by
our brain, one needs to stay away from alcohol at least for two or three years, so that the brain neurons could restore, forming
an integral chain.
The thing is that when taking datura, the brain is being destroyed, breaking the chains of interconnections of its
neurons. That is why Love and Datura are two incompatible ideas. Following the considered events, the lowest signs
of love, showing through the coarse roche of the non-conscious, are just animal instincts.
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Education
Let’s imagine the Creation as an absolute container of information and knowledge about
ourselves, encrypted in the principles of its existence. Thus, we will target the objective
contours of our movement.
As we have already seen, society is a controlled system of collective psyche, whose
behavior algorithms are established through the informational background, coming from the
mechanisms of structure and structureless control, then the control system solves the problem
of defining the borders of world cognition. I.e., based on this logic, the initial patterns of
behavior matrixes are scientifically established in educational institutions through the limitations
of the access to the wealth of knowledge, which is possessed only by the representatives of the
hidden higher control system.
Thus, on the one hand, there is the Creation with a wealth of information on itself, and on
the other hand, the set limits of world cognition. Within the set system of the objective reality
perception, – where a person is seen as a reactive mechanism, which due to certain abilities
can broaden his range of external, processed by his psyche, objective factors, while getting the
additional skills, – the borders of the world are narrowed and often taken to the extreme degree
in the fields, on understanding of which the main and economic prominent activities are based.
20

In the system with open codes, where the boundlessness is established into psyche by
the principles of the worldview itself, the world is various and to the full extent incognoscible,
where each stage of movement on the stairs of research activity is a reason to
reconsider the former, interpreted, objective phenomena, which is the understanding that
the World is not static and a person is not the crown of nature and can make mistakes. This
boundless movement is the reflection of the fact that each researcher functions not within the
external system authorities, but within the control of own interfaces of psyche, where the purity
of conscious and intuition are key moving mechanisms at the stage of cognition of all the
diversity of the Creation laws.
Any control system based on the principles of the commercial secret is a multilevel
control system. On each “floor” there are borders of cognition, where at the transfer from one
‘floor’ to another, each contender go through an obligatory stage of initiation. The borders of
freedom of choice and will are defined within the borders of world cognition. Each stage of
ascenting the pyramid is accompanied by the confidentiality agreement. The actions of each
such “careerist” when going through the hierarchy of structures, is controlled by the external
punishment organs. The permissibility area is conditioned by the principles of crowd-“elite”
society.

20
Philosophy, psychology, social studies, economics, history, biology, genetics. There is no cognition
methodology. The basic physical principles are cut while the theories, on the basis of which one can start building absolutely
different principles of society construction, energetics and technological, fundamental base, are ready.
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Here a key moment must be defined. Moving around the floors within the built by the
control system structures has its limits. The higher power is always closed to let in any foreign
elements. The reins of power are given within the knowledge passed from generation to
generation.

Freedom of Choice and Will
Within the culture, a person has quite a definite strictly limited by the matrix freedom of
choice. If consider a person as a biological being, then a person is a sort of development level
towards other representatives of biological species. The culture matrix gives every individual its
strictly definite area of the freedom of will. Due to it a person can show his will without biting
another one in a conflict situation, he can avoid the animal passion as not to have sex with a
representative of the opposite gender in public and so on.
The outstanding feature of a person among other biological species is his ability to learn
and understand the world in all its diversity. During such education, there is one pattern: with
the advancement of educational process, a person broadens his freedom of will, i.e. in the
process of education a person has an ability to understand his own behavior within the
preaccepted behavior matrix and at revealing false algorithms, show his will as not repeat the
same in future.
As an example, we will take a child, who has already learnt to eat with flatware but still,
not having realized that, eats with its hands.
If we look at this phenomena in a more general sense, we will see that the external
visible world gives a person boundless freedom of choice. The borders of the allowable are
defined by the cultural matrix of a person and the degree of understanding. As the degree of
his understanding broadens, he narrows the corridor of the freedom of choice and
consequently broadens the corridor of the freedom of will.
Thus, a person who has comprehended some things compared to others, cannot allow
oneself one or another whim not because he sets himself some borders and is in a mode of
intense inhibition, but because he has some understanding of the mechanisms of different
whims and easily refuses to depasture in the fold of the illusions programmed by someone.
Consequently, the will is not a psychological quality, making us bite the bullet, but an
easiness which allows looking at the world completely differently and, while broadening the
degree of understanding, the will with a moderate simplicity allows doffing the husk of culturalmatrix manifestations, foreign to his process of education. In relation to the surrounding world,
a person, endued with a certain freedom of will and within the Creation in general, becomes a
bearer of some Power, which is the highest achievement of a person in the process of
Education.
If we want to draw ourselves a picture of matrix borders, it will be enough to draw a
square on a piece of paper. Within this square there are many stamped points. One of these
points is an individual that is being researched, whose behavior is defined by the edges of the
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square, and the behavior of other points within the square. The edges of the square are defined
by us as external unknown phenomenon. We are not comprehended by the individual within his
degree of understanding, as we are beyond the edges of this square and can change the
configuration of these edges so that the individual never came to understand that we exist. Yet,
each individual has a chance to comprehend the general behavior of the whole “square”
system and try, while comprehending, to broaden its edges, thus and while broadening his
degree of understanding, start becoming wise and regulate the process of own behavior not
within the set by us algorithm, but by the process of own self-development and general
comprehension.
The square edges, in this general case, are informational background of the matrix,
broadcasted through the informational sources from the floors of the authority systems. An
individual’s behavior is programmed both by the background itself and by the behavior
algorithm of all the points of the square within the codes, installed in the matrix informational
background. 21 The informational background, as a rule, is strongly shifted to the relative vector
of movement within the unified Design.

Higher Education?
Now we segue to the understanding of what education truly is.
When considering this matter, we need take into account the position of each person in
space and time; at this the position is established by his worldview. We have revealed two
types of logic of the analysis system construction and the perception of the objective reality
construction – they are systems with open and close codes. After our general stream of
thought we can reveal the contours of each of them.
In the case with the close code systems, a person positions himself as a part of cultural
matrix and often, without thinking, takes its algorithms of general behavior. The matrix
proactively writes down into its system of stereotypes the stamps of behavior and goal-setting.
The system defines clear limits of good and evil, changing the configuration in different periods
of the control system development. The control system has clearly marked the system of
authorities, through which the key algorithms of the defining standards and rules are
broadcasted.
The control system gives clear definitions of what are happiness, joy and success
through the background informational contours of the culture matrix, motivating each element of
the system to different actions. So, the borders of the freedom of choice and will within the

21
A great example is a set experiment with fleas steeped into a closed jar for three days. The only difference is
that a flea is unable to comprehend its own behavior and broaden the area of the freedom of will, and a person has this
peculiarity. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOp3KopTYwg
Further on, when considering the question of technology development, we will come to conclusion that there are a lot
more possibilities now to comprehend things, and most processes go on in the mode of continuous self-reflection. Algorithms of
which were established in the former times, when there was a different technological pattern of life.
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control system are clearly expressed and, due to the inertialism of thinking of the main system
product (worldview) bearers in general, are of no doubt.
In the case of the open code systems, a person, on the contrary, positions himself as a
vicarious ruler of the Creation, the edges of which are incognoscible within the whole global
historical process. A, being a bearer of such worldview, is always in the state of comprehension
of the crowd behavior and his personal behavior in the environment of natural phenomena.
During the comprehension process, each person is able to reveal the deep manifestations of
his own non-conscious activity, bringing them to the level of conscious to henceforth learn to
control himself and transfer to the mode of self-control. In such mode of interconnection with
the outer and inner world, a person is a part of nature whose conscious is always able to synch
with it. The authority system has no clearly defined boarders, each person is seen as a bearer
of one or another worldview at one or another level of development and with one or another
luggage of the comprehended experience.
The adherents of this approach to comprehension understand that the control system
plays beyond the edge of good and evil due to a special degree of understanding and use
these two notions as control instruments. Consequently, the control system can be considered
not as absolute evil but as just the same inertial mechanism in all the system process
assembly, from higher power to lower strata of inertial society. 22
Consequently, within the close code systems, we can clearly define some edges and
limits in the education process, depending on one or another degree of enlightenment. The limit
is due to the fact of educational institutions, where within each of them, there is a system of
cognition moderation from the teacher corps and the rectorate. Any signs of free thinking can
be evaluated as the stupidity of a student and will be strictly stopped by the attestation system.
The worldview aimed at self-control is a different story. A person assimilates any
information on his own, sensitively feeling the requirements of Life and following its signals, and
understanding that it is the language of Life that is his main moderator and motivating factor
towards different actions, and also a watching and punishing organ, making him break the false
prejudices of his daily life. Intuition and methodology of cognition, being the main instruments of
conscious, allow orientating in the gazillions of information, clearly revealing the key moments
of the comprehended phenomenon. Education is an endless process, and only the Creator
himself has a Higher Education.
22
In general, the control system core has deep roots, and we need to take into account that it is possible that
initially and while mastering a certain knowledge system from the level of core, some attempts were made to send society into
another direction, but due to the quality of society itself on the cusp of history, came to conclusion that it is at some point a
useless thing to do, due to the simplified system of requirements of its main masses.
The caste of hierophants turned into a closed caste of knowledge bearers, blocking the access to their rows to the
lower level and keeps its existence through present. Thus, we are at this state not because the control system
functions in the mode of villainy, but because the overwhelming mass of people is inactive in its development and
keeps grassing in the world of created and reproduced by somebody illusions, waiting for some “absolute miracle”,
which will fill the fridges with sausages, wine, and which will fill life with drunk joy, and education is seen as means of
reaching such simple notions of delight.
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Anyone, who got “higher education” within the control system and stopped in his
educational process right after he got the diploma, loses education as stops the process
itself, which is endless. Thus, the movement towards the Higher Education, as an abstract
incomprehensible is a system failure and the system has successfully worked out the inversion
of this process sending it in the direction of mastering a narrow specialization, which has its
objective limits due to the incompleteness of the general knowledge system.
Let’s connect the picture with previously revealed pattern. If we consider the fact that on
broadening our degree of understanding we broaden the corridor of the freedom of will and
actually narrow the corridor of the freedom of choice, we will come to conclusion that the
Pantokrator has the highest Will, and due to this we can find an explanation to such expression:
God’s will cannot be overwilled. The more constant and stable the process of our education,
the less reasons there are to worry about the fact that matrix manifestations will have the
control over our will, giving a sort of corridor of the freedom of choice.
Conscious, in the process of education within the general unified Design, is set, going
up the hierarchy of nature and Cosmos conscious, and gives the bearer special qualities,
promoting the energy projection into the external environment, and consequently, it is enough
for this corridor of the freedom of will – the area of responsibility.
The responsibility area becomes the mechanism narrowing the area of connivance for
the bearer of will. If a certain movement vector is running, then the movement backwards is
also possible, but life situations make us reconsider our behavior before those, whose freedom
of will is in its initial, for each considered individual, state.
If the responsibility area within the control system structures has clear edges, marked by
corporation bylaw, law and constitution, then within the broadening of the freedom of will, the
responsibility area is defined by the width of the comprehensible by conscious events in the
process of interconnection with the Creation. In the second case, a person becomes an
external, substantial reflection of God’s Will.

‘ … yet the integration doesn’t happen, at least at the interval of the last stage of the
existence of modern positive science (about 400 years). Moreover, it may seem that
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modern science and magic23 (if we call a spade a spade) are some kind of
“immiscible liquids” and cannot be mixed in principle.
It is obvious that a potential “Great unification” can give a lot both in practical and
worldview aspects. Does a person need such a complex (requiring certain
intellectual and spiritual efforts) image of the world? Can he do without it? Will he
go along the way of degradation within “the society of consumption”? Only time
will show. Otherwise, a Person must become a Person of Noosphere, and this is way
too difficult, but necessary for his survival in principle…’
FAR NON-LOCAL INSTRUMENTAL INTERACTIONS IN FORMING THE CONCEPT OF
“INFORMATION TELEPORTATION”
A.U. Smirnov24

Mind and Intelligence
The informational matrix with all its floors, motivation system and the system of
knowledge supply is quite complex. Not every individual is able to freely orientate in all its
background flow of information, especially during the development of new technologies. The
control system made an attempt to develop a mechanism, defining the intelligence coefficient.
The attempts failed as the priorities of the system are parallel to giving a chance to the floors to
define what are intelligence and mind in their general sense. The reason for this is the matter
addressed by us that the system gives the priority to the control over the psyche interfaces of
society through the replicated worldview hidden codes. In order to define what is mind and
intelligence, we need to give a systematic view on the process of psyche interconnection with
the external informational background of the matrix and internal conscious impulses, what we
actually did above.
Thus, from the point of view of the control system, intelligence is an ability of brain to
solve non-standard tasks, without leaving the borders of saving the principles of system
construction. Anyone, who is able to freely orientate in the informational background of the
23
Here the word ‘magic’ is expressed as a general notion of energy-information process character, which is not
quite accurate in our view. Magic is a mechanics of interaction of conscious with the accompanying material objects, when a
magician excites the fluctuations of initial vacuum materias (grand materias), feeding them with the energy of magic
“instrumental” means at hand, as to reach the forecasted result. Quite often such techniques carry inside them dangerous for
the surrounding energy-informational environment consequences, as not every person calling oneself a magician delves into
the reasons and effects of such interactions, but act according to the described methods, which is followed by a chain of
undesirable consequences, which are reflected onto the magician himself and on those, whom every such “medicaster”
provides with magic service. Moreover, people who had nothing to do with it can also get hurt. Here we are talking about pure
interconnection of Conscious with the levels of the objective reality and the accompanying this process responsibility.
Consequently, all the shows and psychics rubrics, one way or another connected to this topic, are harmful and
contaminating the overall energy-informational environment and, as a consequence, the collective psyche of society
in general. It is obvious that the church rituals have the above elements of mechanic, but the conclusions are made
by each individual separately.

24

‘Torsion fields and informational interactions’, (Торсионные поля и информационные взаимодействия).

2010.
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matrix and solve a set of relatively non-standard tasks within saving the control system,
possesses intelligence, in this general case. If any representatives have distinguished greatly
when solving the tasks on the stability of the control system for a long period of time, they are
then provided with outstanding positions in the authority system. 25
In its core, intelligence is a person’s ability at relatively full degree to control the whole
complex of interfaces of his own psyche to proper orientation in the whole stream of external
and internal contours of information and steadily move forward on the way to Higher Education,
broadening the cognition area.
At a certain level of intellectual development, there is generation of new knowledge for
the benefit of humankind, considered as part of general Creation, not as part of some narrow
control system, or individual tasks, appearing on the way of evolutional development.

***
We have to leave the topic of education for a while till we figure out the matter of
technologies. The open code systems develop in parallel with the development of informational
technologies, representing its integral part. It is difficult to say today what will happen when the
technological, informational base disappears and won’t fruit any longer in the world of human
interaction.

25
Organizations are being built to these needs in addition to bonus distribution, grants and a provision of access
to air of different mass media.
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Technologies
The study of social structure should go along with the study of technology development.
It is quite an interesting topic. Yet, few consider this process drawing a parallel to the process
of human conscious evolution.
Let’s place the task of considering these two processes in the analogy. Following this
logic, we can easily predict further development of the technological base, excluding
conjectures, and showing that one or another pal does not “see the future”, but simply builds a
chain of analogies, putting it onto the realias of technological development, drawing upon the
basic principles and abilities of psyche and conscious interfaces.
Surprisingly, but even in this heartless world of figures, resistance of materials and circuit
technique has a cause-and-effect relation to multidimensionality of space.
The technology topic as a derivative from ideology is quite a serious topic. Its derivative
gives birth to whole worlds, capable of synchronizing quite big cross-sections of society, both in
the direction of inclusive development and total degradation. To generate ideologemes in any
of these directions, one needs to understand the point of space and time, in which one or
another ideologeme will spread in masses.
Certainly, any ideology is an instrument to synchronize society, consequently, it is an
instrument to control large masses. If worldview is an operational system of psyche, then the
adopted ideology is adopted software, with the help of which one can reach one or another
result. The software is written by the subjects of the information technologies world. It can have
either a destructive part, destroying all the hardware, or a constructive part, aimed at creating a
new content.
The topic of technologies itself today is integrally a topic of ideology, moving huge layers
within the interests of millions of people and technological companies. But it was not always so.
In former centuries, the development of technologies did not have such a swing, and during
many centuries nothing really changed.
Today humanity is up against a task, which is to be solved as soon as possible. The only
problem is that on having started the flywheel of technological development, the control system
did not take any steps in the direction of worldview base development to draw society out of the
control of materialistic cult, giving it, this way, an ability to change the guidance in the field of
intentions. The fact of such conjuncture shows that the visible structures of the control system
are not ready to leave their power in the name of saving our mother Earth. This supports our
conclusion that the control system is the same inertial mechanism, which needs external
interference to change its algorithm of functioning. 26
26
At first thought, there may be a sort of contrariety. How is that possible that the upper floors of power have the
worldview, which is relevant to the unified Design, and the system, controlled by them, is inertial and needs external
interference? In this case, the only thing that plays role is the complexity of the system itself and the established principles,
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Technology Development
Let’s leave the credit-financial system influence on the technology development, and
take the basis from the fact that any invention is a human creation. Consequently, a person, in
the process of operation on one or another new technological solution, uses personal interfaces
of psyche, controlling, at different degree, own conscious and non-conscious levels of psyche.
As we already know, the collective non-conscious contains a huge layer of information,
and every person interacts with this volume of information one way or another. The collective
non-conscious also contains the information on previous embodiments of every person who is
in contact with it. The collective non-conscious is a kind of mechanism on interaction with the
Noosphere, and is its part.
If we take into account that, in the process of inventing, a person follows a certain idea,
which, one way or another, can simplify the interaction between a human and nature, a human
and humans, then a person gets his ideas from some kind of general container of ideas, kept in
the Noosphere, which may represent a memory of previous, now present, or future possibilities.
Any creative person, whom is any inventor, is always (since the moment of his birth) better at
interacting with personal psyche interfaces towards other people. Yet, it is not always that this
interaction is expressed in the world-understanding, i.e. it is not necessarily that every person is
duly able to explain the processes, happening at one or another moment in the process of his
intellectual, creative activities.
The Noosphere is a projection of the Earth conscious, concentrating in itself all the
worked out information during the entire global evolutional process of humankind. Theoretically,
if we consider that everything in our world has conscious and is an integral part of Unified
Conscious of the Creation, then the Noosphere can be controlled. We can also concentrate
different holographic structures, by means of which different ideas will be realized.
Thus, the Noosphere is a living organism, emanating the ideas of new forms into the
world of earthy realias. The only way of forbidding the encryption of the Noosphere holograms
is a discussed by us method on implementing the worldview with close codes, when the proper
activity of the user is blocked through the traditional behavior culture, including the system of
prohibition.
Due to this, the information from the Noosphere is decrypted into the ideology,
overlapping on the images of matrix manifestations, and is partially transformed into a layer of
technical solutions.
The control system task has always been the task to control the development of
technologies. Thus, technological progress is a process, controlled and regulated by the floors
of the control system.
within which the system has existed in the former logic of social behavior. If we look closer, the demounting of the system today
is obvious. Its origins are influenced by both natural factors and the winding down of the system from the upper floors of the
hidden power.
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At the Origins
We need to take into consideration the fact that our civilization is not the first on Earth,
and there were some highly developed civilizations before, which had the technologies we still
do not know about. 27 If we take this fact into account, then we can bravely think of the sources
of knowledge, which are hidden from us.
In order to make sure that technological process is a controlled process, we only need to
look at the history of Ancient Greece, particularly, at a scientist named Heron, who lived there
in the first half of the 1 st century B.C. Back then, this man had already established the basis of
mechanics, optics, metrics, algorithmics. It was just necessary to continue to develop
technologies, massively implementing and organizing on its basis production and education.
However, at that time the control system was solving absolutely different problems, aimed at
saving the system after the so-called intrigues of the “messenger”. The fact of the appearance
of such inventor at that time sort of tells us about the consequences of the excited Noosphere.
It is quite possible, that this case of idea uptake was not the only one in the antic history.
Nevertheless, that era was marked by the presence of an iron axe, and the principles of the
society order were the principles of passing on knowledge from generation to generation. The
main task of fathers was to give their sons the skills of crafting and trade activities. The stability
of such behavior algorithm was obvious, as during the many generations nothing really
changed, that is why it was possible to predict within the family the sufficiency in the availability
of skills in the succession of generations, providing all the necessary to the posterity.
If we take into account the fact, that a person is endowed with creative abilities by
nature, then if we consider the global historical process, we will see that a person has in many
ways tried to tame nature, in desire to decrease its natural phenomena influence on his life and
on simplifying work. The technologies represented by simple tools and the energy of domestic
cattle helped him in that.
Within such behavior logic, the traditions expressed in the culture of people behavior
were quite stable. The reason for that is the abilities and skills of the elders to orientate in
space, and also the stability of external connections, when in parallel with passing on the
experience at interaction with working tools, the system of external connections was also
passed on. This system was the basis, on which the communities with its authority system were
built during the centuries.
It is obvious, that the authority system of the community set the vector of development
within the planning range. The state existed as a mechanism gathering render, and performed
a function of a tax collector. It also solved the problem of power stability in the intergenerational
continuity, at the same time developing forces to protect the territories. The authority system

27
As to make sure of it, you can watch a cycle of expeditions “Laboratories of Alternative History” to the countries
where one can see the buildings and items of ancient culture with the marks of processing, which were made by the
instruments we still do not know about. http://lah.ru/
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within the state was fixed in society psyche and provided its stability due to personality cult of
the first persons.
There is no need to be literate to pass on knowledge within families and communities.
Everything that an ancestor could pass on to his posterity, he passed in oral form and during
the process of crafting. Interacting with his posterity in this key was enough, except the variants
when the community made a decision to send one or another youngster to digest external
territories and new skills. It was when literacy could be of use in assimilating the crafts, which
had not been assimilated yet.
If we take into account that a person performs his activities on the basis of informationalgorithmic support, then we can model quite a simple system of structure and structureless
control within the same logic of social behavior, based on the low working efficiency due to the
absence of proper technologies, and, consequently, within the low level of literacy in society.
If we take into account, that the degree of literacy of society was quite low, then the
controlling influence was to be held in oral form through the system of the trained “bawlers” and
informers, and also through church. The church in this case so much better fitted in generating
the structureless control. The power and the church have always worked side by side, realizing
the unified mechanism of control and performing through minor orders, in its general mass, the
translation of controlling signals through the authority system. From aside, such interaction can
take the form of oppositional confrontation, but in reality, the church is a function of the state,
being a visible structure of the control system. 28
For church protectors and churching we would like to admit this: the given function of the
church, of course, is not a fundamental one. The principles of church construction knowingly
put the control system into the position aimed at saddling the church mechanisms of
information transfer, and the minor orders are seen by the system as potential servants for the
benefit of power interests. If we apply and lay onto the notional base of today the church
functional, then this formation may be applied to as the system of mass media. Churches had
and still partially have the key peculiarities:
1. The authority of “god’s intermediators” in the eyes of the crowd;
2. The density of crowd concentration during the service;
3. A special mood of the crowd when attending the church.

28
As of today, the church has a function of culture memorial, and the parish performs on the territory of the
church, more automatically rather than within the deep comprehension of actions. The church has lost its function of
“educational institution”, where within the church-parish school it was possible to assimilate the basics of literacy and learn to
believe in the king and god. Although, some progress in the direction of tradition reincarnation take place, but it is only due to
the degradation of the general knowledge system and general goal-setting of the control system.
If the church took responsibility to realize the spread of the worldview open sources, then the church would have to
reconsider all its history and define its spot under the Sun within the general Design, which contradicts the meaning
of the priesthood, the heart of which at today’s functional lies in strengthening its status in society by means of
breeding with the power and in the name of sausage cane.
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These factors are one of the key ones at performing control in full function. If there is a
necessity of churching in different cross-sections of society, then people should be provided
with the system of information filtering and the system to process it. Only in the process of
comprehension in providing these systems may appear the understanding that the church and
churching have no fundamental base to generate the process of Life comprehension, which
can calmly flow within any point of space-and-time without any intermediation.

***
At this system configuration of the control signals and the system of backward
communications, the speed of realization of the set by the system goals is quite slow, and it
was one of the peculiarities, influencing the behavior logic of the control system structures. At
slow speed of the environment condition change and within the stability of the traditional
behavior matrixes, there was a chance to perform through the floors of the control system quite
a stable in time goal-setting, and not to change the system configuration for quite a long time.
However, that era had its own peculiarities, if we consider the control system as a
mechanism aimed at control of man and nature sources development. To be specific, there
was a high possibility of conjuncture, when the rulers could possess subjectivity while
comprehending their ruling activities, and, basing on certain structures and society orders
within the comprehension, possess the sufficient power to build the ways of development of
personal empire or state.

Social Behavior Logic Change
It kept on for quite a long time, until, in the middle of the 20 th century, there was a social
behavior logic change, which entered its extreme phase with the appearance of the Internet.
Social behavior logic change is characterized by the fact that during the period of generation
change, the volume of its factual knowledge to be processed, aimed at stable functioning within
the society matrix, increased a lot at quite a short period. Thus, the perception of the authority
of the adults, who, due to growing in a former logic, stopped orientating in technological space,
has changed and the young generation became more flexible and more of adopting in the
modern world.29 Consequently, society lost the mechanism, engraining some traditional
behavior matrixes.
Educational system mainly lost its efficiency due to the fact that within the new logic,
there is a need in another approach to assimilate knowledge system.
If at former behavior logic it was possible to forecast the development of society for quite
a long period, then at social behavior logic change the forecasting activities face a range of
obstacles.
First of all, due to the absence of proper understanding and goal-setting in the direction
of new technology development, even at understanding the possible picture of the future, there
29

This aspect is quite general, the traps and pitfalls will be described below.
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are difficulties in giving up the principles of current technological patterns. The reason for that is
deeply established infrastructure, which has fixed behind its service in the control system quite
stable financial streams, which leads to the creation of a certain order of “elites” unready to give
in. The global system of labor division was built in such a way, that the entire states are
responsible for different infrastructure projects on providing the world with recourses,
engineering projects, production capacity and so on, which puts the change of technological
patterns into more difficult conditions, when the entire power systems, made under strictly
defined functions and financial streams in the global labor division system, are to be destroyed.
Secondly, some difficulties occur due to the shortage of methodological education in
quite a big society cross-section. The thing is that even at present technological patterns, when
the rate of energy consumption (kilowatt/hour) is quite high even in technologically hindward
countries, it is necessary to implement cognition methodology so that society could calmly and
independently assimilate new knowledge and form, on its basis, the degree of personal
understanding and develop on its basis moderate consumption. 30 It will be difficult to give
society, which has no idea of the fact that it only needs to meet the basic requirements to
function normally and develop within the General Design, a possibility to use free and endless
energy, the basic principles of reproduction of which already exist.
If we take into account that, on having entered a new logic of social behavior, the
mankind needs to reconsider its technological development quite cyclic and in quite short
periods, then we can see time expense on the creation of a completely new social order, within
which it will be possible to easily reconstruct infrastructure, without worrying about saving the
“elites”, controlling the technological patterns. To do this, we need to develop constant
fundamental principles of technological development within the external and intensive cycling at
technology change. The possible solution is an idea of building the so-called circular economy,
the principles of which are to be laid on the development of social processes in general, when
any person’s potential will be important, and the control system task will be in building the
vectors in the directions of society endeavors.
The main barrier which such “elites”, controlling the infrastructure in the lifetime cycle of
technologies within different technological patterns, meet is their inertness and reflexivity, the
reason for which is a narrowed world view, different from the view of the gutter world only with a
set of factual knowledge, which contradicts the principle of building the systems of direct and
backward communications in the new logic of social behavior. 31
There is also a range of other peculiarities in the new logic, which are connected with the
generation of structure and structureless control, which have been transforming since the end
of the 19th century, in the end, leading the control structures to absolutely amorphous state,
contradicting the principles of the technological era.
30
The world energy consumption per capita is
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_electricity_consumption
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31
Elite in this case is a scientific environment, which has lost its function of generating new knowledge, and being
at the moment an empty gathering of dogmas keepers.
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***
The preliminary symptoms characterizing the movement of the civilization to social
behavior logic change were marked by the appearance of typography. This innovation gave a
chance to get mass basic education, which enables the assimilation of crafts, within which the
activities go along with constantly developing technological solutions.
This solution allowed the control system broadening its influence area due to overall
establishment of worldview codes aimed at serving corporate interests. Simply speaking, due to
typography, society got access to the information, on the basis of which it developed a general
view of the world.
If we consider this solution from the public processes acceleration point of view, then the
speed did not really increase, but this solution encouraged a more stable establishment of
worldview codes and in a wider cross-section of society. 32
With the advent of electricity a new age started in the world of science, giving a huge
layer of technological solutions. The first of them was radio, and then television. With their help
it was possible to implement the behavior matrixes throughout society from the power floors,
and massively increase the speed of public response to the controlling influences. It should be
noted that any technology requires debugging the systems of direct and backward
communications with a person for its full usage, which is why the volume of the information,
processed in technological society, increases exponentially, and if we add to this the fact that
any technological solution increases the efficiency, which leads to lessening of time expense to
produce the final product, then the speed of society behavior quality change at interaction with
the biosphere of the Earth is quite obvious.
Thus, with the advent of electricity, the adoption speed of the power floors to society
process speed began to increase. If we take into account that at the increase of society
process speed the stability of control is lost, due to the fact that the power floors lag to process
the entire volume of control important information, then the control system enters a turbulence
mode. 33
With the implementation of new technologies into society, the structures of the control
system need to change the quality of the information communications between the floors. If we
study this process, it becomes obvious that, during the time since the social behavior logic
change, nothing really has changed in that sphere, and there is still paper bureaucracy; let
alone the fact that the number of bureaucrats per head of the population keeps increasing
32
In this case won the one, who intensely focused on printing fliers, newspapers, by means of which, feeling the
demand of the masses, he implemented the behavior matrixes in society. Such algorithm played a very important role in the
revolution of 1917 in the Russian Empire. Although, we need to take into consideration the fact that society literacy was quite
low, that is why the principle of “literate bawlers” was used.
33
If we remember the scale of personalities in power in the middle of the 20 th century, putting out of account the
ideological and other noises, then we will understand that their behavior was conditioned by time, and the main differences of
that time were such notions as order, will, and responsibility. The degree of importance of these notions directly depended on
the scale of personality itself.
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nonstop without due increase of their general quality. This feature is a key factor, influencing
the amorphousness of any bureaucratic machine unable to deal with its tasks. This feature of
technological age is laid on the principle of “elites” and the authority system construction. It has
not changed at all during the entire global historical process.
If at former logic of social behavior the state machine, due to the low speed of
environment update, was able to perform the control at full function, then at the social behavior
logic change and due to the acceleration of society processes the state loses such ability. The
reason for that is, first of all, the persistence and sluggishness in decision making, and,
secondly, irresponsibility and confidence in lack of options of the present power holders,
strengthened by the targeted disorganization of educational system and the absence of the
holistic view of the world. The result at this quality of interaction with the environment is the
transfer of state power structures under external control, performed by more flexible and
adopting to the speed of environment change structures, clear of bureaucracy burdens, and
also by the structures, defining the vector of further development of different infrastructural
projects in general.
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Information Technology Development Logic
If we consider the evolution of the system of information transfer means, we can see a
certain logic. It is based on the information transfer over a distance, which is, as a matter of
fact, one of the functions of conscious. If we take into account the fact that this function was
consciously used by the hierophants and higher enlightened ones to form the matrixes of
possible conditions inclusively, then we can lay this principle on the control system of
information transfer.
All the technological solutions, aimed at transferring information into the masses, were
focused in the arms of the control system structures. The crowd was seen as a final consumer
of informational content. Informational sources evolved into the instruments of network
structures, on filling which it is still possible to define the direction of the control system in
general.
Telephony, in particular, can be considered as an instrument to spread the controlling
influence in the masses, at using which the elements come to common denominator and are an
element resource to form the matrix of possible states.
We have already worked out that the holographic structure of information from the
Noosphere has to be encrypted, so digital and analogue circuit technique, following our logic,
can easily be considered as a system of information encryption from the collective nonconscious, i.e. by means of the description language. It should be noted that on the
appearance of computer, science started using terminology from the field of computing
machinery to describe the processes in human’s psyche. Thus, the result of such circuit
technique solutions is a derivative of encrypting the information we already have on the hidden
principles of interaction between the collective psyche and human’s psyche.
The technologies have outgone the evolution of human conscious, but they let us define
the basic principles of public processes development in general, based on the spreading of
information and gave an opportunity to anyone to do research activities.
The beginning of the 21 st century was marked by the intensive spread of the Internet in
the masses. On the whole, considering the net in the process of its development, one can find
a sort of understanding of the processes, going on in the collective psyche, as the Internet is a
symbol and a projection of the collective non-conscious.

Collective Non-Conscious Projection
The Internet in the past quarter of the century has grown from communication means for
would-be scientific fields into global net, uniting milliards of people. As of today, access to the
World Wide Web is possible due to the devices fitting into a common pocket. Just recently, a
stationary computer standing in the room without the Internet connection was something
sluggish, where in order to fill its memory with necessary content, one had to perform a “run”
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with a “hard disk” and a jumper to the friend, who has access to the net and, consequently, has
lots of interesting things in memory.
On having connected to the Internet, the computer began possessing “superpowers” and
at first, some users turned shock at comprehending the real computer abilities with the
connection to the global web.
The human is absolutely the same thing. The similarity can be seen even in cases, when
conscious is fully covered into psyche. In this case, the analogy is the computer, serving just as
a system to receive and install updates, and the user is like a reacting mechanism, responding
to different kinds of banners and the areas set aside for the commercial “yellow” resourses. At
such principle of interaction, the Internet, as a means, is seen as something superficial and, on
the whole, something incomprehensible. The developer community of informational portals
considers such users to be the main resource, whose responses can actually bring the real
money by increasing the traffic.
The creative process, when the hidden psyche interfaces are involved and the
synchronization with consciousnesses of the objective reality takes place, can be compared
with a computer in the process of creating new content, when a user by means of search
requests is looking for necessary material and software, and realizes on their basis new
images. The most successful in that activity will be the user, who is able to formulate his search
request most properly, and, consequently, who will most quickly find in the entire information
stream necessary material. Also it will be the user, who will be able to use the software most
cohesively, in the end, expressing a certain final artifact through its functional.
The whole process of content viewing on the Internet is carried out due to the interaction
of a stock of servers, each of which has N-manifold of domain names, distributed according to
the principle of multilevel DNS. 34 Each such name or some number of names is tracked by the
system administration community, monitoring their processes and realizing their smooth
operation.
The entire process of server interaction, debugging, setup and deployment is out of
common user sight. On the whole, the set of these processes is realized by one technology,
which brings to conclusion that this general process of administration goes in an auto mode,
where one of the tasks of a system administrator is to lay the main principles at deploying a
new system for its further smooth scaling and simplified control, and also to debug the security
system.
If we apply this principle of system construction to the collective psyche, then we will see
a certain analogy. The process of gathering collective psyches also goes on in an auto mode,
and it is a process, independent of a specific actor attention, connected to this process and
feeding the collective psyche by the energy of its participation. The role of a system
administrator is in revealing the attenuation of actor activity towards one or another action, and
34

DNS – Domain Name System
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in possibility to perform further connection of the statistically defined section of actors to a new
exciting process aimed at its further energetic feeding from them.
Such activities of the doers, the attention and energy of which is shut at different
processes, organize the process of the collective psyche assembly.
Thus, the Internet is the projection of the collective psyche and non-conscious, and also
the processes in the collective of real people can be controlled, and the process of its assembly
can be regulated by means of the World Wide Web resources.
It follows that mankind got a chance for the first time in deliberate history to regulate the
process of personal development and evolution without the external intermediary represented
by the control system “floors”.

Hidden Energy Projection
An external shown world is nothing else but a manifestation of spirit. The ruling party
controlling space-and-time is in another dimension. As the special features show themselves in
individual’s psyche, an individual is able to move along the hierarchy of the objective reality
consciousnesses, and in the process of constant gem-cutting personal conscious, influence the
physical world consciously and energy-informationally.

‘ … Telekinesis, caused by living organisms, should have energetic basis. Here we
have to remember again about high-energy phosphorous compounds. Unlike
mammals, that have phosphor mainly inside the brain – cerebral and spinal, fish
also have it in great quantity in muscles. Here is a question: why do fish need
phosphor?
However, there was a message in literature that a pike (and fishermen say that
taimen too) can make a jump in water, when hunting its prey, without moving
anything and without repelling water. At this it can make a jump only once, after
that it has to rest for a while and only then it can repeat the jump. Isn’t that a
reaction principle using ethereal repulsion? It would be nice if ichthyologists
could confirm or deny this message…’
Aether-dynamic hypothesis
V.A. Atsukovsky

Nothing can manifest in the world of three-dimension forms until the thought form of the
creator is expressed. A thought form is a derivative of thought image and has a dense
concentration of energy, realizing in the physical world. 35
35
Sometimes there are situations, when a request in the search service doesn’t have a proper response due to
the lack of necessary information. In this case, this single request can serve as an exciter of the collective non-conscious
contours and can eventually project the requested informational module through a statistically definite actor. The actor, in this
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If we lay this peculiarity of the objective reality onto the world of computer technologies, it
will be obvious that there is a possibility to realize ideas by means of CAD 36. This technology
reflects the process of thought form materialization most coherently, where the source of the
thought image in the projection process is the engineer itself, and the computer program helps
to form a clearly designed virtual 3D model, on the basis of which there is a chance to express
physically designed prototype.
Until recently realization of parts was available only for the possessors of production
facilities, which is a sort of initial development stage of 3D model creation technology. This
opportunity showed itself most massively with the appearance of 3D printing.
As of today, the realization of such 3D “thought forms” by means of 3D printing is based
on several different principles, but the point does not change because of that. The difference is
only in the occupied area for instrument installation.
We will not argue about how harmful this technology is for the biosphere, we will only
note that it is harmful just as much as there is interest to this technological solution from the
control system structures, and how they are capable of regulating the process of development
of this technology in the direction of influence decrease on our planet ecology.
Let’s note, however, that the project RepRap 37 was meant as a mechanism to process
plastic waste into useful in domestic life things. 38 Later on, on the basis of this technology,
appeared the ideas of building constructions on the Moon and Mars, and the Chinese are
printing houses here and there.
We should also note that with the advent of 3D-printing into the world of information
technologies, this technology has taken the movement of open systems to the new level,
particularly, gave a new stage under the name of “Open-Source Hardware”, which is an
absolute advantage towards the construction of different solutions within the closed
corporations, and allows realizing the projects within the society of enthusiasts, who, adhering
to the principles of movement, are not stingy to make their groundwork publicly available.
The ability to reproduce tools out of metal brings new possibilities into the world of
people interaction and makes them bring their attention to the new level of responsibility,
broadening its area by means of technological solutions.

case, will have a creative breakthrough and the desire to realize the request.
For that matter, if you ran into a similar situation, you can be sure that if the request was accompanied by a high
desire, then the matrixly projected response towards your request is already there, only the access to it will be a bit
later.

36
37
38

CAD – Computer-Aided Design
RepRap – Replacing Rapid Prototyper
There are plenty resources in the net to exchange ideas, one of which is http://www.thingiverse.com/
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Nevertheless, this opportunity makes us not only look at the world absolutely different,
but it also makes us develop spatial thinking, without which none realization by means of CAD
will be possible, that is why massive spread of such technology into masses is limited by
access to special thinking and desire to develop it. This will be impossible in general without
proper support of the external structures and the degree of realization will depend on the inborn
potential in a society cross-section.
Elon Musk takes part in the commercial realization of this idea. He is building from the
ground up Tesla Gigafactory, the task of which is to fundamentally decrease the operational
expenses on line employees, parts transportation and resource processing. Everything will go
on without a single person within the territory of one factory, where only resources will be
supplied. This factory, at face value, will give a push for absolutely new age development, when
at the global level, a huge layer of human resources, brought up in the former industrial age,
will be set free. Moreover, this approach will devaluate technologies as such, which will lead to
the tendency of investor reorientation and will focus their attention onto more stable in time
environment factors, influencing further development of the entire humanity. 39

Different Logic of Hidden Control
We have already defined that conscious is a multilevel energy-informational system,
represented constructively in another dimension, whose potential is hidden behind the noise
influences of psyche, which is a function for interaction with a manifested world. Thus, the
bearers of special and relatively sufficient understanding level and the representatives of quite
coherent worldview are capable of deliberately using most of the functionality of conscious.
If conscious is able to transfer and receive information from the “outside” of space-andtime continuum towards the localization of the physical body, then, consequently, any
information can be captured, especially, if there are any egregorial-matrix discharges,
expressed in eventivity. This process of capture can be marked as a coherent process of
interaction of developed consciousnesses. In other words, if for some people, on the lower level
towards the degree of understanding, this process is a process of information capture, then at a
higher level, it is a process of consciousnesses interaction, multidirectionally flowing into the
process of Will confrontation.
The analogy given above is not accidental, and we will try to bring the entire information
technology development logic into one, reinforcing its basic algorithms and introducing it in the
general concepts of the reader.
What is a hidden control? The control is hidden in the case, when a person cannot
reveal the controlling mechanisms and act in his daily life without thinking of being “under
surveillance”. Nevertheless, each person under control can have a clue of different target

39
As it is quite rational – to establish the principle of flexibility, due to which it will be possible to produce
absolutely different form-factors at the initial stage of designing such gigafactories, without fundamentally changing anything
within the factory, only establishing a general idea-model into production.
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structures aimed at performing the control function, and can partially know their methods. In
any other case, any revealed control is open, i.e. comprehended by the controlled object.
Every time a hidden control comes into the category of revealed, this control takes forms
of comprehended interaction with the controlling target structures, and can be a tool for
deliberate disinformation delivery. The second variant is more possible in the case, when the
controlling target structures have not deliberated the fact that their control is already revealed
by the object control.
Now let’s pass on to the link of the main question.
Let’s imagine for a second the moment, when in order to do the tapping it was necessary
to, for example, put a “glass” to the wall and lean your ear against it, or to hide in a private
place. Such method became irrelevant with the technology development; yet, it made target
structures to break into buildings as to install listening devices and video cameras.
Today everything has fundamentally changed and in order to have an idea on different
actions of one or another object of control, one only needs to access his communication
means. Here we can see a full freedom expressed from installed into prototype computers
microphones and cameras to the same in smart phones that an object carries in his pocket. In
the latter case, the access to a conversation in smart phone coverage can be provided even if it
is off. We can also add to this binding an IP address to each of the devices and tracking search
requests in the search service, and also all the user activity in the net.
Due to this, any person, who has shown the will and broke out beyond the lines of the
programmed matrix is an object for total control and researches, so one should always take into
account these methods and bring them to the level of informational interaction, at one of the
stages of which you need to let the target structure know that the process is revealed and the
behavior can subjectively be corrected.
Let’s also notice that if we take into account the fact that prior performing any actions in
today’s real world, any subject collects information, on the basis of which he will act in the
process of reaching his goal, then we can see the importance of search resources. The activity
of the requests can be the basis for building the picture of the upcoming streams in public
processes, i.e. it is possible to reveal the process of collective psyches gathering in the widest
society cross-section. 40

Summary
All our logic review on information technologies development can come down to one
point, characterized by the fact that all the logic of their development projects the collective
non-conscious through the IT industry. The task of each consumer comes down to different
40
Google partially gives this opportunity represented in a whole project Google Trends – . If we dig in the most
popular requests, then we will see that the quality of social processes is at quite a low level, and the main cross-section of
society is within the simplified desires aimed at consuming “panem et circenses”.
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functions, which can be marked in ascending order of behavior comprehension degree in the
virtual space:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Informational content consumers;
Informational content creators;
System administrators;
Representatives, performing hierophantic functions.

As a matter of fact, the abilities of the Internet and the development of computing
technologies gave us a chance to actually watch the processes in another dimension, and build
an idea on the basis of their general projection on their algorithmics. This opportunity defined
the vector of development of the entire industry of “high technologies” and made people
cultivate the interfaces with the outer world on the basis of new principles, expressed in the
given to us by the industry tools.
The industry task comes down to propping up its companies due to technology
development and supplying the user with a simpler interaction with the surrounding world. Due
to this trend, companies define the development vector of the entire states, forcing to set
mechanisms for providing direct and backward communications with society. The role of the
states, in this case, comes down to elementary obligations, aimed in the worst case at road
construction, and in the best case at regulating the general vector of society development. The
second variant, strange as it may seem, is an exception, and every person sees this vector
within the general “depravation” of the “power” representatives.
In general case, the task of the “amorphous” state, represented in the sluggishness of
the entire state machinery today is a sort of reactive mechanism, functioning in the mode of
response to different excitations in the “virtual space”, when the layer of bureaucrats perform
their functions, shifting the vector of personal action more and more in the direction of external
environment absorption, and sees it as a potential means for further “partitioning”.
If in the former logic of social behavior the state could bare the function of society control
function by forming the external informational background due to informational resources,
focused in the arms of state machinery and aimed at forming the matrixes of possible states of
future state development, then today the state is unable to perform this function in general, and
uses the IT-industry41 tools just in order to keep their positions in the nearest perspective.
Moreover, there is an intentional destruction of the entire knowledge system, built in the past
century, and any attempts to provide society with the methodology of cognition are excluded.
This process can be characterized as a reflexive confrontation between state machinery and
the upcoming age principles, which more and more shows its general logic of further
development.

41
In this case we need to take into account the fact that IT industry lays its mark on the television and radio
broadcasting sphere as well, within which the tools of the Internet resources are more and more particularly pronounced.
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Thus, everything has already worked out to transfer society to a full and stable
development in the direction of forming the worldview with open sources, except for the control
system structures themselves.
Yet, everything is not so sad, and the most coherent projection of another dimension
represented in informational technologies is leading society to another level of movement in the
process of Education.
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Education in the Era of Information Technology
When considering the matter of education, we have elicited to directions, one of which is
the direction of adopting a narrow specialization within the limits given by the control system.
The other direction is the process of Education within Life comprehension and building a
coherent worldview, where the Creation is represented as a sole and whole information
container, where every person, dipped into energy-informational environment, can perform
research activities aimed at self-development.
We have brought to light the key aspect, marking what intelligence truly is, and defined it
as an ability of a person to interact with the interfaces of personal psyche and Conscious most
coherently and at full mode, in order to cohesively orientate in internal and external contours of
informational space with the purpose of gradual and stable movement within the process of
Education.
We have also cleared the subject of internal and external contours of informational
space. In the first case, external contours are the informational background of the matrix,
whose codes do the rounds through the authority system of the control system and through a
matrixly manifested cross-section of society. In the second case, internal contours are all the
information projected on the individual’s psyche through filed interaction with the outside world,
and also the information, pulsating from the event field of another dimension, and the behavior
algorithms, generated by the instinctive part of informational supply.
The era of information technologies has “blown up” the internal contours of informational
space, and through the Internet it has projected the processes of the collective non-conscious.
Thus, if in the past, without the access to the net, researchers had to do with naked personal
intelligence and long processes of information search in the bins of dusty libraries, then now,
with this access, every person has a chance to use the functionality of the collective nonconscious, projected on the tools of virtual space.
The past left a mark on today’s authority system, when the degree of access to the bins
of dusty libraries was defined by the “degree of enlightenment” in would-be scientific
community, when today it is obvious that open access to any information is limited only by
functioning within one or another language system and the abilities of one or another individual
to steadily orientate in the net, properly building one’s goal-setting.
The net, being a projection of internal contours of the collective psyche, has quite a
definite influence on the external contours of the matrix informational background, and what is
obvious, it influences the goal-setting of society, consequently, it forms the matrix of possible
states, where people, who were not written down into the authority system within the visible
structures of the control system, can be the generator of different ideas.
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Projection Destructive Influence
Society, being within the matrix informational background, regulates personal behavior
on the basis of its contours and at interaction with its elements. If we follow the accepted
terminology, then society in its cross-section is self-controlled within cultural codes, where the
distribution of its basic principles is the representatives of the authority system, both within
families and the control system in general, behavior algorithms of which are secured by
external surroundings. The external surrounding together with the contours of the matrix
informational background define the degree of the freedom of choice, which, in return, is
defined by the width of access to behavioral algorithms of society cross-sections of different
quality, moving within the matrix background.
So, the wider the access of a person to behavioral algorithms of different society crosssections, the wider his freedom of choice, as on their basis he can project external algorithms
on own behavior, and, while comprehending, he can form the freedom of will, thus cutting off
from his daily life the algorithms, which do not comply the degree of his level of comprehension.
The quality of the era is such, that by accessing the World Wide Web, people can
broaden their area of the freedom of choice due to the net resources, which is mainly
expressed in the principles of “social nets” construction, where every person can join the
community of like minds within universal space, and during his activities independently form a
personal range of interests, joining new or creating own “ranges” of interests. The quality of
these interactions is projected on society behavior outside the virtual space and defines the
vector of its further development and connivance depending on the shift of the vector from the
universe Design.
It turns out, that with the Internet mankind began interacting with the external world
outside the clear limits of behavior, defined by the control system, and got a full freedom within
the acquisition of the freedom of choice, which reflected on the general quality of public
processes, when a general cross-section of society functions without orientating on a unified
authority system. Consequently, the control of such society within the system of
crowd-“elitarism” requires a lot more resources with the purpose of forming its further stability.
This peculiarity, influencing human behavior, subtilizes the contradictions between
generations. It is characterized by the fact that the younger generation is more integrated into
network space than the generation, formed within a different behavior logic, which left a mark
on their principles of interaction with the outside world. Thus, the younger generation functions
outside the authority system of the older generation, which complicates the upbringing even
more, as a younger generation orientates dipper in the outside world, completing it and
simplifying interaction with it by the tools from virtual space field.
The principle of simplification of space orientation by means of network sources also lays
its mark on the principle of external connections system construction. If at a former logic of
social behavior the system of external connections of a person was constructed with the aim of
mutual decision on unique tasks, aimed at information provision, supplying goods and services,
then at present behavioral logic, this system quite fully can be replaced by network resources,
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which can directly influence the range of social connections of a person, replacing them with
virtual connections and the ability to orientate in the virtual space.
Thus, the destructive part of the collective non-conscious projection is characterized by
the fact that society, in general, has lost its clearly defined orienting points and has come into
the mode of relatively unsupervised self-control, which mainly influenced the formation of the
young.
If we consider new society as an embryo of something new and massive, then we can
see a relatively full picture of the next stage of development.

Conscious self-control crystallization
The degree of human understanding lays a mark on their behavior on the Internet. Each
of the considered activity levels at interacting with the net has its algorithms of content filling. In
general case, the algorithms of content filling can be divided into three groups:
1. Noise retranslators;
2. Goal-setting guides of control subjects;
3. Control subjects.
The first two levels are the consequence of reflexive net organisms’ activities that are in
different informational planes, contours of which are defined by the adopted ideology and
propensity for one or another cultural matrix and language system. The third level is quite
relative, as on each of the first two, the user, generating content, can pursue clearly defined
aims. The relativity is defined by the already considered degree of understanding, influencing
the formation of the freedom of choice and will.
Within every level, new informational modules can form due to content generation
towards the ideology, moved by actors and within one or another informational plane. New
informational modules, in return, influence the perception and objective reality analysis
systems, completing it with new tools, due to which every person, adopting it, broadens the
specter of the tasks to be solved within the given, under one or another tool, informational
plane.
We need to take into account noise concentration per significant information aimed at
movement in the direction of inclusive development. For an outside observer, not interacting
with the World Wide Web, the Internet is a container of unconnected and useless information.
Content consumer perception, at the initial level of interacting with the net, functions in the
same key. The only difference is that an outside observer supposes, and a consumer absorbs
the noises and projects them into external environment.
But, as the matter of fact, the Internet is a “multilevel” container of information, and it is
usual for every interest to feed with a proper content. It also means that the existing information
for one consumer is absent for another as the chain of “request-response” actions is both a
reason for information-algorithmic user supply and the consequence of the fact that the
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information-algorithmic supply of a person, showing activity in the network, excludes the
possibility of conscious perception of information beyond the limits of subjective interests.
However, any information, which is projected at non-conscious levels of psyche, can eventually
“grow” into some factor, allowing broadening the range of user interests, widening the corridor
within “request-response” actions.
Within this model there is only way out – absolute broadening of the degree of personal
understanding and broadening of the skill system, limited by one or another informational area
with its strictly defined information filling.
If we take into account the hypothesis of new informational modules being a
consequence of social request, concentrated on the collective non-conscious through the
process of energy-informational exchange, then any information in the net has its consumer.
Thus, the quality of informational filling of the Internet is a “litmus test”, defining the quality of
public processes, both within one or another cultural matrix and a language system, and the
quality of mankind in general.
Reflexive interaction with the net and projection through personal behavior of some
freedom of choice into external space form a clear matrix of eventivity, reflected on the
participant’s psyche, which, depending on the distance of actions algorithmic from the general
Design, forms a clear set of images, fixed at a non-conscious level by cause-and-effect
connection. Setting on non-conscious levels, cause-and-effect connection is a certain set of
program codes, and due to the fact that a person’s conscious is a consequence of synch with
the Conscious of Higher Design by default, it can influence the behavior of an individual, brining
into his algorithmic:
1. Faults and inversions both at event analysis and at direct interaction with the outer
world, when external environment negatively influences an individual with its
eventivity;
2. Some comprehended much, which is the beginning, at coherent worldview formation,
influencing harmony and productivity when making decisions and setting goals.
The second level is a consequence of the activity at the first level, and it is expressed in
individual’s understanding that Life has its laws and influences with its events every living
being, giving a chance to open one or another hidden creative potential and reveal a certain
design subject to every Life participant.
Within the first level, there is an interaction with the environment in the mode when the
environment, being a function of the Design, corrects an individual’s behavior with
eventivity. The individual’s comprehension of such correction goes, depending on the
environment safety, within that cultural matrix, in which the individual interacted before, having
dipped into reflection, the reason for which is freedom of personal choice broadening.
In the former logic of social behavior due to the absence of general informational
environment filled with informational content, there was a chance to reflexively do with the
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behavior algorithms, programmed within the control system. Which was a sort of:
1. Repression mechanism for manifestations of the collective non-conscious, projected
in behavioral matrixes of society;
2. Denial of possibility of manifestation in the contours of matrix informational
background of some alternative, within which a person would be able to form a
comprehended interaction with the interfaces of own psyche, and on the basis of this
enter a self-control mode.
These two peculiarities are the functions of crowd-“elite” system of social order, when
the degree of intellectual, moral and civilization development of society is defined by the control
system hierarchy and the degree of overall understanding on the levels of the power floors.
Today’s matrix of society development gives society a choice of many directions without
clear orientation on a unified source, which brings the already considered frequency diversity
within social behavior. Nevertheless, society within this model and in a new social behavior
logic got a chance to independently comprehend the general movement of mankind, and, on
the basis of comprehension of how to generate new informational modules, summarize
gathered by mankind experience and reveal on its basis Panuniversal Design.
Such algorithm of interacting with the environment can manifest through non-conscious
behavior and even without proper understanding of doers of all the specificity and depth of the
matter, it can give results capable of revolution in the minds of entire generations.

“… We begin to comprehend human society and its surrounding environment as
a whole system, the uncontrolled growth of which serves a reason for its
instability. The present reached absolute level of this uncontrolled growth,
determines high persistence of the dynamic system, thus decreasing its flexibility
and ability to change and adopt. It became absolutely obvious, that there are no
inner cybernetic mechanisms and there is no “automatic” self-regulation of
micro-processes in this system. This cybernetic element of evolution of our planet
is a human himself, able to actively influence the formation of his own future.
However, he can solve this task only if he has the control of the entire
surrounding habitat… which may mark mankind entrance into a new phase of
psychological evolution”.
Personal qualities
Aurelio Peccei42

The Process of “Elites” Degradation Accompanying Education
We cannot shy away from this topic, not having described the process going on in
parallel.
42

The quote is taken from the book by Sergey Yagishnyats ‘Gods’ Twilight’
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The closed source system is characterized by a certain fundamental hierarchic
interenclosure at its construction, particularly, by the fact that every level bears a whole layer of
closed sources and the movement towards a new, higher level of the system is stipulated by an
initiation stage, which should go in the direction of accepting the algorithm of the entire system
functioning, both by the floors below, and not denying the principles of floor construction of a
higher order. The system represents a complex logical mechanism, assembled “without gaps”,
where the applicant for promotion in hierarchy should possess characteristics, stipulating loyal
attitude towards the principles of system construction and, if possible, not question the cultural
codes of behavior on the power floors.
If we analyze the external environment, it will be obvious that the entire social system of
any state is built in this key, where the main algorithms of moving through the hierarchy are
established on the initial levels of individual’s movement within the floors of the control system,
particularly, from the stage of getting secondary education.
Such algorithm of public processes development is stipulated mainly by the privacy of
informational sources and the absence of access to functionality for interaction with the
environment, when while promoting along the floors of the control system, a new higher level of
confiding is provided, and the degree of access to the tools is broadened, represented in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access to service sphere;
Access to technological solutions;
Access to external connection system;
Access to information sources.

The ascension along the way of personal development and within only personal desire in
the closed source systems is practically excluded, as an individual should go through the
system of natural selection, provided by the closed sources of cultural matrix.
This principle has one distinctive feature: each such applicant of promotion is stipulated
by the pressurization of an individual towards the floors of a lower order, when, while accessing
the considered tools, the access to common for a usual person daily routine is limited due to a
wider service sphere. This process fixes individual apartness in bureaucratic minds towards
hierarchically lower floors of the system, and each such bureaucrat loses the connection with
the facts on the ground of society, more and more abstracting from the factual tasks, aimed at
developing the controlled activity spheres, transferring their main attention and activity to
secure “clan” positions on the power floors.
Due to such access to a wider service sphere and due to power bureaucratization,
bureaucracy becomes a hostage of such situation, due to the fact that bureaucracy starts to
solve only the egoistic problems of personal survival, which is why due to constant insidespecies confrontations, the target function of objective information transfer from one office to
another loses its quality and mutates into disinformation, or into its fragmentation. If we also
consider that the principle of informational interaction of bureaucracy does not comply the
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speed of processes in modern society, then all the effort of social labor activity is used only to
support the “elites”, and there is no discussion on the development of state or society at all.
Thus happens the “elites” degradation and, as a consequence, total degradation of state
institutions.
Such state of matters forms a closed class of power usurpers, blocking the movement of
social lifts for society representatives, in which powerful shifts arise in the direction of toll
possession due to information technologies, which is more correlated with the facts on the
ground and is closer to life conditions. Society gets a chance not only to possess information,
but also to form the order of the day, which contradicts the idea of bureaucracy, whose
existence at initial cause was aimed at information control and state resource distribution.
The function of bureaucracy is only algorithmic, i.e. prone to automation. If we consider
an ideal bureaucrat, not spoiled by retrogressive machinery and as a person-function, then
such bureaucrat, anyway, loses his human appearance of a creator and drains his whole
creative potential into the area of personal biorobotics. Considering the fact that bureaucrats
production takes state resources, spent at the initial stage of their education within a narrow
specialization, and then on their further “labor” activities, then obviously that the spent
resources cannot be related to the quality of their service in today’s world, when a hundred
people of the same level and function can be replaced with a piece of a code within the unified
service of state need supply.
At authoritarian regimes, when bureaucracy is fully controlled by the head of the state
and the control is performed by power and security structures, bureaucracy turns into a
completely slumpy environment, when at its level; besides total absence of creative process,
any kind of initiative is absolutely unacceptable, both on bureaucracy machine level, and
through its vertically orientated structure; the initiative, coming from the level of country’s
citizens, is blocked.
Today’s market of services represented as business projects, whose sources are people
out of bureaucracy machine of one or another system, due to objective reasons, deals with
contradictions, based on people’s competing interests and controlling organs. However,
bureaucracy due to resource control, partially aimed at distribution between power structures,
can usurp the service market in its interests, due to the fact that the level of understanding of
the creators of business projects formed within the closed source system. At this quality, public
process development does not gain a proper support from the active part of population, due to
persistence of society cogitation, but it does not stand in the way of developing understanding
of general course of life in that part of population, which is aimed at forming the open source
worldview with the tools, represented in provided services.
As of today, the state should represent an online service for citizens, aimed at simplifying
access to information, medical care and infrastructure projects. If we maximally exclude
operational expenses on bureaucracy machinery and their appetites, then this complex of
services will be seen in multiply reduced form for country’s citizens, which eventually will lead to
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building a real socialism with a proper level of freedoms and perspectives for development, as
life resources of society will be spent not on the self-survival and feeding “elites”, but on selfdevelopment.

Education in Economy Automation
Any state economy can be described as an inter-industry balance of product exchange 43,
which is represented as a table (matrix), where each column (X i) and line (Xj) has its branch.
Branches are distributed to the right and downwards in the mode of interenclosure, when within
the table lines, branches go serially and consume the production of the branch, for which one
or another line is responsible straight to the final consumption product. While going down the
table, the branch, responsible for the line, is incremented by a unit referential to nesting in
economic system. Thus, if we consider that each branch of today’s economic reality uses
kilowatt/hour of energy, then it is obvious that the farthest on the left and at the top will be the
energy branch responsible for energy production, and the farthest on the right according to
columns will be the branches responsible for goods and services production, satisfying the
specter of needs44 stipulated demographically. Consequently, each cell of the table will reflect
the number of expensed product units, spent on each branch, for which a column is
responsible, and on the unit of reference time, chosen to describe the entire interindustry
balance, and considering the whole cycle of final product and service production.
This table at automation of planned economy is a monitor in real time, when, together
with the development of economic interactions in state, each branch can show the real state of
things and find the shortage or glut of the produced goods. On the basis of this monitoring and
at representation of real index numbers, the active part of population can build goal-setting
towards state economy, turning to the development of those branches that require additional
product45. In this case, we can see that the function of the state is service, giving information on
economic situation in general and in the mode of real time.
At this task definition, there is a question of collecting statistical data in the process of
goods and services circulation in one direction, and financial assets in the opposite direction.
Here comes the technology, capable of solving the defined task holistically enough in both
directions. We are talking about blockchain technology as of financial tool in general, and about
its features of storing preregistered data in particular. At extended features of registration on its
side of program codes, blockchain can solve the defined task in quite an automatic degree of
process, controlling on its side both document flow on the basis of distributed register of
databases, taking into account the complex of all the produced goods and services, and
financial distribution between the branches.
43

https://passionarity.org/i2balance

44
The specter of needs stipulated demographically is a specter of needs, aimed at supporting stable reproduction
of healthy population in generation succession, i.e. they are the needs, which allow growing the potential of society
development, providing it with everything necessary for health, education, dwelling and infrastructure.
45
In this case we used not an economic term but an expression, pointing out the shortage of the branch
produced output, which leads to goods and services deficit in the chain of dependences of economy.
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If we consider that bureaucracy today is a weak resemblance of this process of control
and distribution, the solving the problem with a described above method, devaluates the
meaning of bureaucracy as a class, aimed at solving a similar task. Moreover, the preestablished credit-financial system as a kind of global bureaucracy comes into one through the
potential of blockchain technology. The idea of unification also solves the global matter of
financial tool emission, which within the former logic, focused in the arms of central banks,
when blockchain gives its decentralized form, controlled by those, who raises crypto-currency,
spending the same kilowatt/hour of energy. Such emission shuts the interindustry balance on
the invariant of price-list, based on power energy and not on a “printing machine” 46 of state
central banks, controlled by global financial elites.
At strict bounding of interindustry balance to blockchain technology, it will be possible to
effectively control all the financial streams of economic system. The streams process should be
strictly declared with a program code of the so-called “Smart Contracts” 47, as due to this it will
be possible to exclude any kind of corruption, which is often the disease of bureaucracy.
We should also mark the point of uniting the systems, which were in competing
conditions at the former logic. We are talking about the unification of state economies that are
on the way of automation, in the development of which there is an objective necessity in
general monitoring of interindustry balances, aimed at goods and services exchange, produced
within their infrastructures.

***
States will be formed not by territorial and cultural features based on the pre-established
borders and behavioral matrixes, but they will have a form of service formations, within which
nations will concentrate depending on the degree of satisfaction by the settled economic and
social processes, not on language identity; this will be followed by the disappearance of many
traditional cultures and nations in their common form. The process will be a push to form a
united global state without boundaries and with a unified single culture, which is why it is
already important to start standardizing the process of document flow management and
economic interactions on the side of blockchain in order to further join the systems in future.

46
This word combination is quoted as printing machines are long out of trend, as money are issued by
elementary operations of number adding in the databases of emission centers, due to the absence of national currency
boundary to some invariant of price-list. Erstwhile currencies were bound to USD dollar within Bretton Woods Agreement, and
dollar was bound to gold. In 1971-1978 the system was replaced by Jamaican currency system, inbounding dollar and starting
quite an independent money printing by the USA Federal Reserve System.
47
This term is taken from blockchain Ethereum, the principles of which are broadened by the feature of
registration on its side of program codes called Smart Contracts, which possess a quality to interact in the range of all the block
chains, in case if they have this function programmed.
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Penal Cottage System
Nowadays, everybody understands the need to act within certain limits, set by the
principles of today. The thing is not about the supervisors from across the sea. It is about the
information transfer speed. Any system requires responsibility for the competed operations of
its each element. So, here we see a two-edged sword.
On the one hand, there are some general accepted rules and regulations of policy
making, and on the other hand, responsibility for its executers. At necessity to answer for
parasitical mistakes, any reasonable parasite will look for informational holes, provided by our
time to attract the attention of neighbor countries and other subjects of our planet. So what do
we do, if states tasks are above everything, reformatories have lost the connection with time,
and state authority in the eyes of partners demand constant attention?
In this situation, one needs to use the habits of parasites of their bounded or unbounded
motherland.
Everybody knows their love for private territories, nature, husbandry for the benefit of
their families and themselves. Sometimes it even happens so, that some characters really like
to pose in the media space. Why not give them such a chance?
The idea lays in building penal, closed settlements with a high degree of correctional
functions. Here is its idea. In all the consumption developed countries, access to the sphere of
state control is defined by the degree of each recruit’s attraction of monetary funds. This is
where overall charity organizations, fund raising for the benefit of “cats and dogs of the
Republic of Zimbabwe”, and so on, come from. Perhaps, it is a very valuable quality in
controlling structures, isn’t it?
When such quality works for the sake of clans, families, transnational corporations or
you yourself, maybe it has a sort of sense. But we have a task of building a powerful state
without unnecessary degree of foisted illusions about the chosenness of one or another
fictitious or real character.
Human’s potential is always useful, even if this potential once had the impudence not to
think about state needs. Our task is to reprogram a selfish carcass in order to reveal its ability
to become a freeman and work at society benefit, i.e. perform funds attraction for the benefit of
the entire society.

General Principles
Each character should be given an opportunity to stay alone with one’s thoughts for a
period of no more than 7 years, with a possibility to shorten this period to 3-5 years. The
shortage of the period will depend on character’s activity at participation in bonus system.
The bonus system should represent an online time meter through the system of
informational supply (v. infra), with clearly preset restricted rules of bonus saving. The bonus
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system should depend only on the hardworking of a settler, and should be calculated
automatically. In this case, each settler will have a chance to clearly plan his husbandry (v.
infra) with an eye toward early termination of his husbandry.

Husbandry Territory
A dwelling is a cottage of 30-40 square meters living space with all the conveniences. A
cottage is to be built of pure wood in order to have the smell of a living tree. There may be a
Russian wood stove and a banya (bath-house). It should be warm inside the dwelling in winter.
There should also be a few Ares with a black soil area. At taking up residence, a settler
should be provided with all the necessary for further upsetting of the holding: a couple cubes of
building boards, a hammer, a saw, nails, and so on. With the availability of wood stoves and a
banya, firewood should be left on the territory of the settlement. A settler should personally
build a shed to dry the wood.
If a settler eventually has a need (and it will surely appear as it will be a part of the bonus
system), then he should be provided with an opportunity to raise stock and cultivate crops
across his entire territory. There is only one condition: the village should be divided within the
types of husbandry, so that the settlers have a chance to participate in exchange trade between
each other. It is a way to inculcate the basics of husbandry and economy. The settlers will have
to build all the utility facilities themselves, and settle with the limits, provided by their territories.
Each our “farmer” will cook and wash for himself, and he will be supplied with all the
necessary things. If he wants a cake, let him have a recipe-book. If, he doesn’t have required
food ingredients, then black soil is under his feet.

Communication
Each holding should have a personal computer with access to the system of
informational interaction with the outside world. This system will have all the necessary things
for correctional functions towards each our character of Ostap Bender times, and it will have a
form of one resource, containing everything for correctional functions.
There should definitely be an electronic reader with uploaded books, the list of which will
be designed by an editorial board. The books mainly should contribute to moral development of
each “farmer” and give a different view of society life, economy running, and so on. The general
list should include books obligatory for reading.
The number of books read will influence the period of staying of each character on the
territory of the holdings. The editorial board will evaluate the volume of the read by means of
essays, uploaded on the informational interaction system. Literature analysis should be done
very carefully. There should be no more than a certain amount of reviews a month, so that at
constant mental activities the period shortened to 5 years. Thus, there will be an opportunity to
motivate a settler of knowledge deepening, and, at proper activity, to shorten the period to the
set minimum. The editorial board can make a list of questions for every book. The answers
should have a free form.
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The review on obligatory books should be made twice: at the initial level of husbandry
and before the termination of the period.
The reader should go through debugging yearly. In case of its breakdown because of a
settler, he will not be able to read up to two months. Thus, care for material values will be
developed.
There will be an opportunity to communicate with family through an interaction system in
texts daily for 15 minutes, and once a month in the video stream mode. It will also be possible
to follow the village development in brining different crops under cultivation in order to plan the
husbandry together.

Contacting Administration
Direct contacts with administration should be excluded at any reason by means of
general network. The elements of interaction will be globally broadcasted through this network.
Doctors, of course, will have the access to it.
There should be an escort but the settlers should not see it. If possible, the landscape
should be constructed in such a way, so that it would feel cozy and had the elements of
connecting nature.

Interacting with Settlers
There will be a monthly market to exchange the produced goods, food and other items of
personal creativity. Weekly general meetings and others are also possible.
The surrounding area of the settlement can have a workshop with all the possible tools.
The interaction can be controlled by the bonus system.
If the settlers are in need of something on the territory of the holdings, then there should
always be an opportunity to build the factories on producing anything they want, except
cigarettes and alcohol, using the funds from offshore, of course if there’s anything left after the
presettling procedures. Every potential “farmer” will be able to take care of it beforehand.

Interacting with Outside World
It will be possible to see family on the territory of the holdings for a week annually. Only
alimentary raw materials are allowed, no ready-made products.
The stream of general picture from the video cameras should be broadcasted in plain
view by means of the Internet.
The results of intellectual labor should be presented for everyone to see. A moderated
blog system or read literature review display system and others could be set up. Thus, people
will have a chance to watch the correctional process, and if there are any deep conclusions,
coming from the settlers, learn from them.
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Health
The period of staying should fully depend on the bonus system and it should motivate a
settler to healthy labor. To lower the degree of morbidity, each person should be supplied with
everything needed to tackle the symptoms. In case of illness, a person should be taken to a
sanatorium for treatment. The term of imprisonment at standard medical examination should be
one-to-one.
Alcohol and cigarette consumption should be excluded on the territory of the settlement.

Termination
The further potential of an economic subject will be evaluated by the depth of
understanding the passed stage of life. At a high level, one should be provided with seed
money to develop one’s business in any direction and under responsive state control.
There are two approaches of designing holdings life cycle:
1. Cyclically updating system. When at husbandry termination, the territory is put in
original condition for another correctional settling of a different participant;
2. Releasing the village from correctional functions to inhabit the territory with state
citizens.
At first approach there is a question of the quality of settler’s husbandry at his full
confidence that after his labor activities everything will be brought to initial sate. Obviously, the
quality will be very low.
If we consider a second variant, which will contribute to the following inhabiting by state
citizens of the village territory, then there are additional options.
At such task definition and at designing village security system, the emphasis should be
made on their mobility when unrolling and transferring to new territories.
The order of holdings release will contribute to additional motivation of a faster
settlement termination for each settler. The reason will be the market shelves that will shortly
become empty as especially labor devoted settlers will leave earlier.
Spotted distribution of new penal villages with obligatory communications supply will
encourage materializing the idea of low-rise construction work on the territory of the entire
country.
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Brief Analysis of Network Structures
Network structures analysis should start with revealing the algorithm of their functioning.
It is not always that a participant of some virtual formation is aware of being its participant. In
this case, the realization of information stream on the Internet comes first, which, in return, is a
direct tool, influencing the work of network structures. Anyone who has met the Internet one
way or another is able to build an idea of how it works. The depth of understanding will
crystallize out of the depth of interaction with all the range of resources provided by the global
web. We will try to shortly consider the key aspects of virtual structures operation.
A network structure, or a virtual structure, at its proficient setup can be a fine generator
of structureless control. In its turn, as we know, any structure is crystallized out of structureless
control. Things are more interesting with network structures. The thing is that every participant
of network games is both a virtual unit and a unit forming the skeleton of a network structure.
His virtual participation is defined by the degree of attention for his steps, coming from other
players. The participation in forming the skeleton appears due to direct interaction with network
elements. The operation runs on the principle “object-subject” in an inverse mode. So we are
controlled equally by the thing that caught our attention.
At controlling impact, proficient control subject takes into account backward connections
coming from a control object. Thus, backward connections of an object are a stream of
information towards the subject of its control, this way being the process of interaction. In a
more comprehensive sense, this section of element interaction represents a “cage” of virtual
structures general control.
Interaction chains can have a structure of two types:




Direct information exchange between the elements. This form makes a skeleton of a
network structure, as the elements of one or another network can be revealed by the
quality of information exchanged between them and their direct interaction.
Indirect information exchange in the form of signals, thrown into general for everyone
informational field. This form represents a cloudy structure, where the general idea of
both the process inside the network and the processes, in which the net takes a
direct participation, is formed.

Each virtual structure has both a cloudy form of information exchange and a form,
comprising its “skeleton”. The maturity of a structure like that is defined by the number of
subjects, able to proficiently analyze the information from all the sources, and properly fill the
matrix with a cloudy form of exchange system.
The structure achieves its virtual form due to its forming idea. Without the idea, no
network structure can exist. There are surrogate ideas in the form of cohesive interests
under the guise of the supporters of different material “values”, but these structures are
scattered under the external changes or transform due to the orienteer shift in the form of
generally accepted interests. The stability of network structure is defined by the stability of
the idea itself. Participants of network games, due to their virtuality, are in principle
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interchangeable; however, things are more complicated. The thing is that every participant
does exactly what he can, and, initially, there is no distribution of duties in network structures.
Potential elements appear themselves at connecting one or another idea, and at active
participation in its developments, exchanging information with the elements of virtual structures.
Virtual network structure can be divided into two types:



A type with a pronounced ideological center, where the center is a core,
concentrating attention on itself of a wide range of network structure elements.
A decentralized type, where every element is a fully fledged network subject and is
able to duly reflect external impacts and form the matrix of possible states, not
waiting for the hints from the center.

The structure of the second type is a more complex subjective one. It is an evolutional
cycle of the first-type structure development, and represents the center, spread in space and
time, where each element will objectively form the first-type structure in the form of its followers,
where the followers in general take into account the idea, born by the subject. For an external
observer the interactions, forming the “skeleton” of this structure, pale into insignificance, yet
inside it, direct interactions can have quite a developed character. Information exchange is
possible and even necessary due to the channel of telepathic information exchange. Being at
this level requires sound approach to work, primarily at its stereotypes.
The result of energy-informational interaction of virtual structures is a creation of
intellectual analytical centers, generating ideas, and, consequently, new virtual networks. It
happens in the case, if the formed centers have an open for the whole society information
source, and if they do not pursue the purpose of secretly serving only the networks with a more
complex subjective structure, generating structureless control.
Network structures are not a bulkhead of state structures but are integration within them.
The thing is that the moving power of network games is a connecting idea, consequently, each
functionary is both a follower of one of them or of a certain number of not contradicting ones,
and is not a follower of going against the network structure, superlative in the machine.
We should especially notice the matter of creating network structures on the basis of
security services aimed at fighting different networks in general. It will be like a fight with
windmills, where the defining factor of special interaction between these two streams will be the
fight of the aim itself against the idea connecting the network. In this case, secret services will
obligatory have to integrate into one of the networks or into all the networks at once. However,
a highly organized subjective network structure, generating structureless control, has a more
serious factor of safety, and it is able to set, due to objective reasons, target structures to serve
their interests. This process will objectively question the service of interests of structures, which
are losing their connection ideas.
A network structure is a living organism with its objective panunivarsal laws of
development. Consequently, it is an environment, where it is possible to nail down stored
hidden knowledge due to changes analysis in the environment itself. It should be specified that
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this knowledge is not a result of prejudices or prejudgments, but a tool to achieve the goal. Any
knowledge strengthens psyche within the meanings that this knowledge bears.
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